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Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees
Tuesday, August 1, 2017
STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD
The Madison Concourse Hotel
One West Dayton Street
Madison, Wisconsin
5:00 p.m.

OPEN SESSION
Reception* – Wisconsin Ballroom – 2nd Floor
Dinner* – Wisconsin Ballroom – 2nd Floor
1. Speaker Presentation* Dana Telsey, Telsey Advisory Group- Wisconsin Ballroom - 2nd Floor
ADJOURN UNTIL WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2, 2017

* The Reception, Dinner, and Presentation are open to the public. If a member of the public
wishes to attend the dinner, he or she may reserve a meal (at their own expense).
Members of the public planning to attend this meeting should notify SWIB at (608) 266-2381 or
e-mail nicole.bernhardt@swib.state.wi.us on or before August 1st so plans can be made for
seating or meals.
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Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees
Wednesday, August 2, 2017
STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD
Offices of the Wisconsin Investment Board
121 East Wilson Street
Madison, Wisconsin
8:30 a.m.
RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION
BOARD ROOM – 2nd Floor
2.

Open Session Minutes of June 14, 2017

3.

Committee Reports and Recommended Actions from Committee
Agendas - Open Session Items
A.
Audit and Finance Committee
B.
Compensation Committee
C.
Strategic Planning and Corporate Governance Committee

4.

Annual Fiduciary Training

5.

Investment Performance and Market Updates
A.
New Board Investment Performance Report, Preliminary Q2 2017

6.

Quarterly Investment Update, Q2 2017

CLOSED SESSION**
RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION
7.

Announcements of Board Actions Relating to Items Taken up in Closed
Session

8.

Enterprise Risk Management Quarterly Report
A.
Enterprise Risk Management Update
B.
Draft Open Session Committee Minutes of April 3, 2017

** The motion to go into closed session at this meeting is made pursuant to Section 19.85(1)(e) of the
Wisconsin Statutes to consider confidential and proprietary strategies for the investment of public funds
relating to the active risk and specific proprietary investment strategies of internal WRS portfolios and to
approve prior closed minutes that discuss the same; and pursuant to s. 19.85(1)(c) and s. 19.36(7) of the
Wisconsin Statutes to conduct due diligence on, consider, and discuss employment applicants for SWIB’s
Executive Director position. The Board may convene in additional closed sessions or announce additional
closed session items at the meeting in accordance with the procedure outlined in the Attorney General’s
Opinion reported at 66 OAG 106 (1977). Whenever a closed session is held, the Board will subsequently
reconvene in open session to cover remaining agenda items.
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9.

Investment Committee Open Session Business
A.
Approved Open Session Committee Meeting Minutes of May 23,
2017 and June 27, 2017 Meetings
B.
Changes to Investment Committee WRS Investment Guidelines
C.
Final Open Session Committee Agenda for July 21, 2017 Meeting
and Draft Open Session Agendas for August 22, 2017 and September
26, 2017 Meetings

10.

In the Absence of Questions, the Following Reports will be Filed
Without Comment (for informational purposes):
A.
Chief Financial Officer’s Report – New Contracts, Q2 2017
B.
Private Markets and Funds Alpha Commitments, Q2 2017

11.

Future Items for Discussion

12.

Motion to Adjourn

NOTES:

Items may be taken in order other than listed.
The meeting site is physically accessible. Upon prior request,
reasonable accommodations will be provided.
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DANA TELSEY
Chief Executive Officer and Chief Research Officer
Telsey Advisory Group (TAG)
Dana Telsey is the CEO and Chief Research Officer of Telsey Advisory
Group (TAG). TAG’s research team covers U.S. and international
companies across all market caps in the following sectors:
advertising, apparel manufacturers, children’s and teen retailers,
consumer electronics retailers, cosmetics, department stores,
discounters, footwear, gaming and lodging, home furnishings
retailers, home improvement retailers, luxury goods, media, office
supply retailers, off-price retailers, pay TV companies, restaurants,
specialty apparel retailers, sporting goods retailers, and
supermarkets. Founded in 2006, TAG has grown to be a leading
equity research, trade execution, investment banking and consulting firm, focusing on the consumer
space. TAG is also certified as a Woman-Owned Business Enterprise by several states, cities, the
Women’s Business Enterprise National Council and numerous plan sponsors across the country. In
2015, Ms. Telsey also formed Telsey Consumer Fund Management LP, an asset management firm
that manages a long/short hedge fund investing in consumer-based companies.
Ms. Telsey has followed over 100 companies during her 31-year career and is the only U.S. based
analyst to provide complete analysis of the European luxury goods sector. From 1994 to 2006, she
was at Bear, Stearns & Co. Inc. covering the retail sector as a Senior Managing Director. Prior to
working at Bear Stearns, Ms. Telsey was the Retail Analyst at C.J. Lawrence and Vice President of the
Baron Asset Fund at Baron Capital, Inc.
In 2016, Ms. Telsey won the Thomson Reuters award for “Number 1 Stock Picker for Multiline Retail”.
In 2015, Ms. Telsey was selected, “from hundreds of nominees by the National Retail Federation
(NRF) executive judging panel of top industry CEOs”, as one of the 24 winners of The List of People
Shaping Retail’s Future. In 2014, Ms. Telsey was honored with the designation of Woman- Owned
Brokerage of the Year by Traders Magazine for successfully growing her firm by developing and
delivering top-notch research and trading tools. In 2011, Traders Magazine awarded her as
Entrepreneur of the Year. Ms. Telsey is a thirteen-year member of Institutional Investor magazine’s
“All-America Research Team” where she was ranked the Number One Specialty Stores analyst for
seven consecutive years through 2005. In the most recent ranking of Institutional Investor magazine’s
“All-America Independent Research Team”, she was ranked the Number One Specialty Stores analyst
and Number One Broadlines & Department Stores analyst.
Ms. Telsey is a regular guest analyst on both CNN and CNBC and has appeared as a special guest on
such programs as Bloomberg Radio, World News Tonight - ABC News, Good Morning America, The
NBC Evening News, The Today Show, BNN, BBC amongst many others.
Ms. Telsey graduated from Hobart-William Smith Colleges with a B.A. degree in History and Spanish
and received her M.B.A from Fordham University.
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STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD
Board of Trustees Meeting-Open Session
Wednesday, June 14, 2017
Offices of the Wisconsin Investment Board
121 East Wilson Street
Madison, Wisconsin
Board Members Present:

Staff/Others Present:

David Stein, Chair
Norman Cummings, Vice-Chair
Bob Conlin, Secretary
Sandra Claflin-Chalton, Trustee
Mark Doll, Trustee
Scott Neitzel, Trustee
Barbara Nick, Trustee
Timothy Sheehy, Trustee
Paul Stewart, Trustee
Michael Williamson, Executive Director
Rochelle Klaskin, Chief Legal Counsel
David Villa, Chief Investment Officer
Lori Wersal, Chief Financial Officer
Mike Bress, Chief Financial Officer (New)
Shirley Eckes, Chief Operating Officer
Brandon Brickner, Internal Audit Director
Elizabeth Fadell, Strategic Planning & Transformation Director
Jennifer Schmeiser, Chief Human Resources Officer
Chuck Carpenter, Managing Dir.-Private Markets & Funds Alpha
Todd Ludgate, Managing Director-Fixed Income
Brian Hellmer, Managing Director-Public Equities
Scott Anderson, Head of Asset & Risk Allocation
Steve Spiekerman, Portfolio Manager-Real Estate
Chirag Gandhi, Portfolio Manager-Global Bonds Portfolio
Dominic Garcia, Funds Alpha Manager
Andrea Ruiz, Portfolio Manager-Liquidity, Inflation & Rates Mgmt.
Nick Stanton, Portfolio Manager-Multi-Asset Strategy
Brad Gentert, Performance Analyst
Cecilia Carlsson, Managing Analyst-Public Equities
Bob Beggs, Portfolio Manager-Public Equities
Kurt Petrie, Internal Auditor
Vicki Hearing, Communications Manager
Chris Preisler, Communications Specialist
Anna Vembu, Communications Specialist
Ithipol Yang, Help Desk Specialist
Janet Klosterman, Legal Assistant
Bill Ford, Consultant
Eileen Neill, Wilshire Associates, Inc.
Adam Harvell, Wisconsin Ethics Commission
David Buerger, Wisconsin Ethics Commission
1
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Staff/Others Present:
(Continued)

Brendan Woller, Legislative Audit Bureau
Michael McGuire, Northwest Passage Capital Advisors
(Some of those listed may have attended only portions of the meeting.)

Open Session
With a quorum present, the Board Chair convened the Board of Trustees meeting at 8:34 a.m.
The Chair announced Michael Williamson’s five-year anniversary as Executive Director of SWIB
and awarded him with a token of appreciation on behalf of SWIB. He thanked Mr. Williamson, on
behalf of the Board and Staff, for his service and acknowledged that SWIB has come a long way
under Mr. Williamson’s leadership.
1. Approval of Open Session Minutes
Motion: A motion was made by Trustee Sheehy and seconded by Trustee Nick to approve the
open session minutes of the April 18-19, 2017, meeting, as submitted. The motion passed
unanimously.
2. Committee Reports & Recommended Actions from Committee Agenda (Open Session)
A. Compensation Committee
Trustee Stein reported that the Compensation Committee reviewed the base pay data for fiscal
year 2017. He added that there was nothing discussed that required Board action.
B. Audit & Finance Committee
Trustee Cummings reported that the Audit & Finance Committee approved the 2017 Internal
Audit Group Strategic Plan, and the Automated Cost Allocation and Private Equity CoInvestments draft audit reports and received several other routine reports.
Trustee Cummings stated that Samir Datta, SWIB’s Financial Planning & Analysis Director,
presented the Quarterly Cost of Management Update and the FY2018 Total Cost of Management
Plan, which included requests for 8.9 FTE positions (including a position for Internal Audit) and
an extension of 4.75 project positions and reflects an increase in total cost of management by 9%
over FY17, which is primarily being driven by increases in external manager fees. Trustee
Cummings stated that the Committee recommends approval of the FY2018 Total Cost of
Management Plan by the full Board and entertained the following motion.
Motion: A motion was made by Trustee Cummings and seconded by Trustee Conlin to approve
the FY 2018 Total Cost of Management Plan and Position Requests, as presented in the
Committee meeting materials and as recommended by the Audit & Finance Committee. The
motion passed unanimously.
C. Strategic Planning & Corporate Governance Committee
Trustee Nick reported that the Strategic Planning & Corporate Governance Committee (a) met
with the Board’s Hedge Fund Consultant, Steve Nesbitt of Cliffwater LLC; and (b) previewed
2
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the agenda for the October Board Workshop. She further reported that the Committee approved
updates to the SWIB Succession Plan which includes a recommendation by Mr. Williamson to
name Rochelle Klaskin as Assistant Director with authority to act in place of the Executive
Director if absent or disabled. Also, the Committee recommends approval by the full Board of
the revised SWIB Investment Guidelines and subsequent revisions to the Investment Committee
Charter, which become necessary once the Investment Guidelines are approved.
(1) SWIB Investment Guidelines Recommendation
At the Strategic Planning & Corporate Governance Committee’s request, Andrea Ruiz, Portfolio
Manager for the State Investment Fund (“SIF”), discussed the change to the SIF guidelines to
include counterparty limits for Repurchase (“Repo”) Agreements and answered questions. After
the discussion, the Trustees concurred that they could approve the current proposed limits in the
draft of State Investment Fund & Various Funds Investment Policy and Guidelines in the
Committee’s materials, and Trustee Nick proceeded with the recommendation to approve the
guidelines.
Motion: A motion was made by Trustee Nick and seconded by Trustee Cummings to adopt and
approve the Trustee Wisconsin Retirement System Investment Policy, the Investment Committee
Investment Guidelines, and the State Investment Fund & Various Funds Investment Policy and
Guidelines as presented in Committee meeting materials and as recommended by the Strategic
Planning & Corporate Governance and Investment Committees; and further moves, to approve
than any previous policies or procedures that were either approved in the past by the Committee
or the Trustees whose substance is now contained in any of the afore-mentioned new guidelines
shall be superseded by such policy and/or guidelines. The motion passed unanimously.
(2) Investment Committee Charter Amendments
Trustee Nick stated that in connection with the changes to the SWIB Investment Guidelines,
some changes to the Investment Committee Charter are necessary. She reported that the Strategic
Planning & Corporate Governance Committee recommends approval of Investment Committee
Charter with the proposed changes reviewed in the Committee meeting.
Motion: A motion was made by Trustee Stein and seconded by Trustee Doll to approve revisions
to the Investment Committee Charter, as presented in the Committee meeting materials and as
recommended by the Strategic Planning & Corporate Governance and Investment Committees.
The motion passed unanimously.
(3) Assistant Director Appointment
Motion: A motion was made by Trustee Stein and seconded by Trustee Claflin-Chalton to
appoint Rochelle Klaskin, as Assistant Director with authority to act in place of the Executive
Director if absent or disabled, as recommended by the Strategic Planning & Corporate
Governance Committee. The motion passed unanimously.
(4) Executive Director Succession Plan
Motion: A motion was made by Trustee Stein and seconded by Trustee Conlin to approve the
Executive Director Succession Plan, as presented in the Committee meeting materials and as
3
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recommended by the Strategic Planning & Corporate Governance Committee. The motion
passed unanimously.
3. Biennial Ethics Training
David Buerger and Adam Harvell of the State of Wisconsin Ethics Commission presented the
biennial ethics training to SWIB Trustees. A copy of their report entitled Campaign Finance,
Lobbying, and the Code of Ethics for Investment Board Members and Employees was included
on pages 23-36 in the meeting materials.
4. Public Records Training
Ms. Klaskin walked the Trustees through the Wisconsin Public Records Law Basics for State
Employees training program and administered the quiz as required by the Wisconsin Department
of Administration.
5. Investment Performance and Market Updates
Brad Gentert, Performance Analyst, referred to the Investment Performance Report as of March
31, 2017, which was included in the meeting materials on pages 63-82, as he reported (a) the
Core Trust Fund (CTF) returned 4.4% gross of fees, in Q1, outperforming the Policy Benchmark
by ten basis points (bps); (b) Global Private Equity had a solid quarter and is the primary driver
of excess return in Q1; and (c) the CTF five-year gross-of-fee return of 7.5% remains strong,
outperforming the Policy Benchmark by 42 basis points on an annualized basis.
Mr. Gentert further reported that based on market value, total assets under management (AUM)
as of March 31, 2017, was $108 billion. CTF investment earnings of $9.4 billion were offset by
$3.5 billion of outflows for a one-year change of $5.9 billion, and Variable Trust Fund (VTF)
investment earnings of $1.1 billion were offset by $0.5 billion of outflows for a one-year change
of $0.6 billion.
As Mr. Gentert walked the Trustees through most of the illustrations in his presentation, which
was the first presentation of the new Board Investment Performance Report and he provided
commentary and highlights including, but not limited to the following: (a) No significant
changes to internal versus external management since 2016; (b) An increase in passively
managed portfolios in the Fixed Income and Equity asset classes in Q1 2017; (c) Public Equities
investment earnings of $6.9 billion was offset by a $3.2 billion allocation change to Inflation
Sensitive, and $0.2 billion of withdrawals; (d) Multi-Asset was the only asset class
underperforming the five-year asset class as of March 31, 2017; (e) Asset class exposures are
within the target range; and (e) CTF leverage of 9%.
The Trustee feedback was positive to the new format of the report
Mr. Gentert also reviewed the Callan Quarterly Peer Report on pages 83-86. The Trustees
discussed that additional context and information should be included in this report to make it more
useful to the Trustees.

4
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6. Beta One External Managers Update
Eileen Neill, Wilshire Associates, Inc. presented Wilshire’s report on SWIB’s Beta One external
managers. As Ms. Neill walked the Trustees through her report, which was included on pages
88-96, she provided an overview of the SWIB Beta One Program and discussed its
complementary strategies.
Ms. Neill discussed Wilshire’s role in providing SWIB with an independent assessment of Beta
One managers and reviewed Wilshire’s comments about managers in both the fixed income and
public equities asset classes; and the results of a stress scenario analysis on returns, on pages 9195, and answered questions.
According to Wilshire, early results show program objectives being achieved, including (a)
reduction in exposure to systematic risks; and (b) managers, in aggregate, are consistently adding
value.
Ms. Neill commented that Wilshire and SWIB staff (a) are in the process of evaluating individual
manager weightings given the addition of Emerging Markets Debt-Local Currency strategy this
summer; and (b) continue to evaluate externally managed strategies to identify potential
additional unique, complementary mandates and to reduce individual manager style risks where
appropriate.
7. SWIB Investment Strategy Update
Mr. Villa referred to his Investment Group Strategy Update, which was distributed at the start of
the meeting, as he (a) reviewed the historical context in 2006 and 2007; (b) summarized strategic
initiative outcomes and opportunities; and (c) set the stage for future state and the operating
model discussions at the October Workshop.
Mr. Villa discussed SWIB’s four strategic investment initiatives over the last decade, one which
was completed in 2008 and three of which were timeless. The first initiative was to legislatively
change SWIB’s mandate from a permitted legal list of investments to the expert prudent investor
fiduciary standard. This statutory change was made in April 2008. The three remaining broad
investment strategies initiatives are (a) reinvigorating internal management to optimize cost and
enhance net of expense value added; (b) moving risk to higher quality sources of value added;
and (c) improving performance of the CTF across difference economic environments.
Mr. Villa then highlighted the progress on each of those initiatives over time and the priorities
for each of those initiatives moving forward.
8. Quarterly Investment Update, Q1 2017
Mr. Villa kicked off the Quarterly Investment Update, which was included on pages 99-142 in
the meeting materials. He provided commentary on the illustration on pages 108-109 entitled
Forecasting the Market Response and A Reset in the Current Cycle to discuss when the next
wave of peak defaults could occur and whether the credit cycle had reset and answered questions.
Mr. Anderson commented on the (a) summary of benchmark index performance showing
International Equities leading during the first quarter on page 112; (b) summary showing credit
5
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spreads have narrowed and equity multiples are higher than historical averages on page 113; and
(c) summary of risk contributors and risks in the outlook on pages 114 and 134; and answered
questions.
Messrs. Hellmer, Ludgate, Stanton, Carpenter, and Anderson then provided commentary and
reviewed their outlook for each manager’s respective asset class as they walked the Board
through the materials on pages 115-133, and answered questions and facilitated the Board
discussion.
9. Motion to Convene in Closed Session
Motion: A motion was made by Trustee Stein and seconded by Trustee Nick to convene in closed
session as authorized by Wisconsin Statutes § 19.85(1)(c) and (e) to approve prior closed session
minutes, to consider confidential information relating to strategies for the investment of public
funds, and to consider employment and performance data of specific SWIB employees.
The Chair called for a roll call vote:
Claflin-Chalton-Aye
Neitzel-Aye

Conlin-Aye
Nick-Aye

Cummings-Aye
Sheehy-Aye

Doll-Aye
Stein-Aye

There being eight ayes and no nays, the Chair declared the motion passed. The Board convened
in closed session at 12:25 p.m. and reconvened in open session at 1:05 p.m.
Note: Trustee Stewart was out of the room at the time of the roll call.

10. Announcement of Board Actions Relating to Items Taken up in Closed Session
Trustee Stein reported that during its closed session, the Board (a) approved the closed and
executive closed session minutes of the April 18, 2017 meeting; and (b) discussed closed session
Investment Committee business.
11. Investment Committee Report on Open Session Business
A. Approved Minutes
Mr. Villa noted that the approved open session minutes of the March 28, 2017 and April 24, 2017
Investment Committee meetings were included on pages 164-172 in the meeting materials for
the Board’s review, and noted that he had previously reviewed the agendas for those meeting
with the Board.
B. Agendas for Upcoming Meetings
Mr. Villa also noted that the open session agenda for the May 23, 2017 Investment Committee
meeting and the draft open session agendas for the June 27, 2017 and July 21, 2017 Investment
Committee meetings were included on pages 173-178 in the meeting materials, and that he would
make no remarks unless there were questions. There were no questions.

6
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12. Reports Filed Without Comment
Hearing no questions or comments, the Chair announced that the Quarterly Report of Director
Charges to Funds, Q1 2017 shown on pages 180-190 in the meeting materials, will be filed
without comment.
13. Future Items for Discussion
There were no future items for discussion.
14. Motion to Adjourn
Motion: A motion to adjourn was made by Trustee Cummings and seconded by Trustee Stewart.
The motion passed unanimously and the meeting was adjourned at 1:07 p.m.
Date of Board Approval:
Signed:
Robert J. Conlin, Secretary
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State of Wisconsin Investment Board
2017 Fiduciary Responsibility Educational Refresher
August 2, 2017
Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Agenda
 Section 1: Introduction
 Section 2: Who is a Fiduciary
 Section 3: Basic Fiduciary Standards





Duty of Loyalty
Duty of Prudence
Duty to Diversify
Duty to Follow Law and Plan Documents

 Section 4: Fiduciary Liability
 Section 5: News of Interest
 Questions/Discussion

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Why Understanding Your Fiduciary Responsibility Is Important


Fiduciary responsibility is a frequently misunderstood concept



Not many people have even heard of it



Fiduciary responsibilities are among the highest standards under the law



Breach of fiduciary duty can lead to serious consequences
– Fiduciary liability  Personal liability
– Erosion of stakeholder confidence

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Sources of Fiduciary Standards


Primary Source for SWIB - Wisconsin Law – Wis. Stat.§25.15(2)



Additional Sources
− Fiduciary law stems from the common law of trusts
•
•
•

Hundreds of years old, starting in England
Developed by the courts over time
Applied to family, business, and charitable trusts even before pension funds

− General trust law
•
•
•

Settlor  Creates the trust
Trustees  Govern the operations of the trust
Beneficiary  Receives money from the trust

− Restatement of Trusts
•

Restatement of Trusts 3d: Prudent Investor Rule (1992)

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Additional Sources of Fiduciary Standards


ERISA (1974), a federal law, clarified trust law as it applied to private sector pension
funds, public funds often model fiduciary standards after ERISA
─ State investment boards that manage pension assets operate under the same
basic fiduciary duties as corporate pension funds and that is why the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) is influential even though it is not
controlling



Uniform Prudent Investor Act (UPIA)



Uniform Management of Public Employee Retirement Systems Act (UMPERSA)



Internal Revenue Code

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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SECTION 2: WHO IS A FIDUCIARY?

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Determination of Fiduciary Status
ERISA Definition of Fiduciary


A person is a fiduciary with respect to a plan to the extent that he or she:
−

Exercises any discretionary authority or discretionary control with respect to
management of the plan or exercises any authority or control with respect to the
management or disposition of plan assets;

−

Renders investment advice for a fee or other compensation, direct or indirect,
with respect to any plan assets or has the authority or responsibility to do so; or

−

Has any discretionary authority or discretionary responsibility in the administration
of the plan.
ERISA §3(21)(A)
Who is a fiduciary is a functional test!

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Who are the Fiduciaries for SWIB?


Generally a fiduciary is someone that stands in a special relation of trust,
confidence, or responsibility in certain obligations to others



All Trustees/Board members are fiduciaries, without exception



Some internal (executive) staff are fiduciaries
– Executive Director, CIO, portfolio managers, etc.
– Usually those performing ministerial tasks are not fiduciaries



Those to whom the Board has delegated discretionary authority
– Investment managers
– Investment consultants
– Custodian banks (for certain functions)



Those who ordinarily are not considered fiduciaries
− Actuaries
– Attorneys
– Auditors

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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SECTION 3: BASIC FIDUCIARY STANDARDS

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Summary of Key Fiduciary Standards
Fiduciary Standards

Duty of Prudence
– Care, skill, and
diligence
– Under the prevailing
circumstances
– That a prudent
person, acting in a
similar capacity, with
the same resources
– Familiar with like
matters, exercises in
the conduct of an
enterprise of a like
character with like
aims

Duty of Loyalty
– Act solely for the
purpose of
ensuring the
fulfillment of the
purpose of each
trust or fund…and
for no other
purpose

Diversification
– Diversify to
minimize risk of
large losses
unless clearly
imprudent to do
so

Follow
Plan Documents
– To the extent
consistent with
applicable law

– Whole portfolio
theory applies

– At a reasonable
cost

Wis. Stat.§25.15(2)

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Duty of Prudence


SWIB prudence standard “…to manage the money and property with the care, skill, prudence and diligence
under the circumstances then prevailing that a prudent person acting in a similar
capacity with the same resources, and familiar with like matters exercises in the
conduct of an enterprise of a like character with like aims.” (emphasis added)
Wis. Stat.§25.15(2)(a)



SWIB prudent expert standard is virtually identical to the ERISA standard.



Section 404(a)(1) of ERISA – Prudent Expert
− A fiduciary shall discharge his duties with respect to a plan "with the care, skill,
prudence, and diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that a prudent
man acting in a like capacity and familiar with such matters would use in the
conduct of an enterprise of a like character and with like aims."

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Duty of Prudence


Fiduciaries must carry out all of their responsibilities in a well-thought out manner



Prudence standards evolve over time, getting higher as more complex issues arise



Prudence requires more than a “good heart and an empty head”; it requires good
judgment and a thorough process
– Trustees deserve to feel comfortable with the decisions they make
– It is appropriate to question the “experts” on staff or from the outside
– The minority view on the board deserves respect and attention – diversity of
thought makes for better, more informed decision-making
– At times you may need to hear what you don’t want to hear from those advising
you (investment staff, attorneys, consultants, etc.)



Remember: Fiduciaries are judged by the prudence of their process
– A good decision-making process is more important than a good outcome



Trustees and other fiduciaries are not expected to be perfect; but they are expected
to be prudent

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Duty to Delegate



Trust law allows and even encourages the delegation of duties
A trustee has a duty personally to perform the responsibilities of trustee except as a
prudent person might delegate those responsibilities to others. In deciding
whether, to whom and in what manner to delegate fiduciary authority in the
administration of a trust, and thereafter in supervising agents, the trustee is under a
duty …. to exercise fiduciary discretion and to act as a prudent person would act in
similar circumstances. (emphasis added)
Restatement of Trusts § 171



Delegation is not abdication. You must monitor the delegation to ensure it continues
to be prudent



It is best to specify the delegation in writing, with clear criteria

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Areas Where Prudence Usually Comes Into Play


Setting the asset allocation



Reviewing performance



Managing risk



Requiring appropriate reporting and compliance verification



Documentation of processes



Retaining expert assistance



Delegations of authority

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Examples of Fiduciary Breaches of the Duty of Prudence


Making overly risky investments with no expected sufficient return



Poor oversight of investments



Poor performing managers and not doing anything about it



Unjustified and/or unreasonable expenditures



Improper selection of service providers



Failure to hire experts if the Board doesn’t have the necessary expertise



Arbitrary actions/decision-making



Failure to appropriately monitor delegation

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Duty of Loyalty
SWIB “must administer assets of each trust or fund solely for the purpose of ensuring the
fulfillment of the purpose of each trust or fund at a reasonable cost and not for any other
purpose.” Wis. Stat. §25.15(2)(c)
 SWIB duty of loyalty standard differs from ERISA standard.
 ERISA standard requires - "A fiduciary shall discharge his duties with respect to a plan
solely in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries and for the exclusive
purpose of providing benefits to participants and their beneficiaries and defraying
reasonable expenses of administering the plan.
ERISA§404(a)(1)

Aon Hewitt | Retirement and Investment | Investment Consulting | Fiduciary Services
Proprietary & Confidential | August 2017
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Duty of Loyalty


The easiest duty to remember and the hardest to live up to



Keep in mind the “exclusive benefit rule” in all decision-making



Unlike the duty of prudence, which evolves, the duty of loyalty has remained very
narrow, rigid, and well defined over time
–
–
–
–



The law has been very clear about the requirements of loyalty
Courts have been strict and consistent in their rulings
Trustees are not to balance interests
Trustees are not to act in their own self-interest

The duty of loyalty requires Board members wear “only one hat” when making
decisions regarding the Trusts– the Court has determined that a trustee may not, at
the same time, wear a second hat as a representative of the entity that appointed
them
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Duty to Incur Only Reasonable Plan Expenses – Use of Trust Assets


The duty to pay only reasonable plan expenses - stems from the duty of loyalty
– Paying expenses from Trust assets is a fiduciary decision



Expenses must be reasonable and necessary for the administration of the Trust – not
for settlor functions



General Test: Expenses would not have been incurred “but for” the administration
of the Trust



Reasonable does not mean the least expensive
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Practicing the Duty of Loyalty


Avoid conflicts of interest or even the appearance of conflicts



If avoidance is impossible, disclose the conflicts promptly and manage them to the
best of your ability



Sometimes this means recusing yourself from votes, not participating in the
discussion, and/or foregoing other actions you would like to take



Fiduciary duty takes precedence over other duties



The courts are extremely strict on fiduciaries who have conflicts of interest
− The “court of public opinion” is also very strict - public funds operate in a fish
bowl



The laws are complex so if in doubt about whether or not you have a conflict of
interest, seek legal advice
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Duty to Diversify


SWIB must diversify investments so as to minimize the risk of a large loss, unless
under the circumstances it is clearly prudent not to do so - Wis. Stat.§25.15 (2)(b)



SWIB standard is virtually identical to ERISA



The duty to diversify emanates from the duty of prudence



Modern Portfolio Theory applies
– Diversify plan assets unless it has been reasonably determined that the Trust is
better served by not diversifying
– Consider each investment within the context of the entire portfolio
– Create an “optimal” portfolio given the Board’s risk/return preferences
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Duty to Follow Plan Documents


For public funds the enabling statute is the primary plan document. Must also comply
with other applicable federal and state laws and regulations
– Any legal lists for investments
– Open meetings, walking quorum, and open records
– Conflicts of interest and financial disclosure requirements
– Internal Revenue Code
– Securities laws applicable to investment transactions



“Plan Document” – also includes Policies and Procedures (e.g. the Investment
Guidelines, Charters, etc.)
– Plan documents must be consistent with applicable law and reflect fund practices
– If they are not aligned – change them



Fiduciaries cannot be arbitrary and capricious in their application of applicable law(s) or
plan
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SECTION 3: FIDUCIARY LIABILITY
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Fiduciary Liability


The laws governing public fund fiduciaries typically impose liability for a breach of duty



Fiduciaries delegate responsibility and by doing so shift liability
– What is your responsibility once you have delegated?
 Oversight
 Ensure that delegation continues to be prudent
– How can liability revert?



What is the affect of being personally liable?
− Make good on any losses to the fund resulting from the breach
− Restore any profits which have been made through use of plan assets
− Other equitable or remedial relief as the court may deem appropriate
− Liability is usually not relieved in bankruptcy



Attorney-client privilege may run to the plan rather than to the fiduciary



Co-fiduciary liability - “you are your brother’s keeper” – Duty to inform
− If you know of a violation and do nothing about it, you are breaching your fiduciary duty
− You must have actual knowledge of an action that you know to be a breach
− Trustees have a duty to remedy the fiduciary breaches of other fiduciaries
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Summary


All SWIB Trustees are fiduciaries and have stringent legal requirements imposed
upon them



Trustees may delegate certain duties but they cannot abdicate their overall
fiduciary responsibility



The duties of prudence and loyalty are of paramount importance



The duty to follow the law is also critical



If in doubt, seek advice about fiduciary issues



The consequences of breaching fiduciary duties are serious
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SECTION 4: NEWS OF INTEREST
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Recent News


New Fiduciary Rule



State facilitated retirement programs



Much of the litigation related to public funds involves either benefits administration
matters or pension reform. Securities litigation is another area where you find public
funds as plaintiffs.



Milwaukee Professional Firefighters Assn., et al. v. City of Milwaukee, Milwaukee
County Circuit Case No. 14-CV-8688 – Union filed suit challenging the legality of
changing the composition of the Board.



Texas legislature - (1) restricted the ERS Board’s delegation to investment staff.
Alternative investments over .6% of plan assets (currently investments over $155
million) must be approved by the Board; and (2) changed the composition of the
Board at Dallas Police & Fire to a majority of non-system members.



Kentucky Governor, by Executive Order, reconstituted the KRS Board; increasing the
size from 13 to 17 and adding additional membership criteria. The AG and two board
members filed suit. The Legislature has now codified most of the changes in the
Executive Order, including requiring 6 of the17 have investment expertise (previously
it was 2.)
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Wisconsin Open Meetings Law
August, 2017 Board of Trustees Meeting
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Public Policy: Open Government
• The public’s business should be conducted in
view of the public.
• Public notice must be given for all gatherings of
board or committee members, where the number
present is sufficient to decide (or to block) the
body’s action on a matter and SWIB business is
discussed.

2
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Governmental Business
• Open Meetings Laws do not cover chance or social
gatherings as long as SWIB business is not discussed,
decided or presented. But if a quorum is present, the
burden is on the body to show no business was discussed.
• The Open Meetings Law does not apply when there is no
purpose to engage in SWIB business. “Business” is broadly
defined:
– Any formal or informal action, including discussion, decision or
information gathering, on matters within the governmental body’s
realm of authority
– No requirement to interact with other Trustees (e.g. presentations or
observation only)
– No official action or vote needs to take place to be considered
“business”
3
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Walking Quorums
• What is a “Walking Quorum” ?
– A "walking quorum" is a series of gatherings among
separate groups of members of a governmental
body, each less than quorum size, who agree,
tacitly or explicitly, to act uniformly in sufficient
number to reach a quorum.
• Avoid “Reply All” in emails to engage in a substantive
discussion

4
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Walking Quorums
• No “meetings before the meeting”
– No predetermined outcomes
– Meetings cannot just be a formality
– No polling ahead of time by individual contacts to
determine how Trustees members will vote or act
– Can discuss agenda items generally (e.g. whether
to put an item on the agenda)

5
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Closed Sessions
• Prior to going into a closed session, the chair must
announce in open session the nature of the business to
be covered and the legal basis for convening in closed
session.
• The law specifically limits topics which may be
discussed in closed session.
• Burden is on the governmental body to show that the
closed session meets the legal requirements.
• The law construes the exemptions narrowly.

6
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Investment Performance Report
As of
June 30, 2017
(PRELIMINARY – Estimated data, subject to final portfolio and benchmark valuations)
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Executive Summary

(Based on Preliminary Data)

June 30, 2017
•

Core Trust Fund returned 3.1% gross of fees in Q2, resulting in a YTD
gross of fee return of 7.6% which outperforms the Policy Benchmark by
19 basis points.

•

Private Equity remains the highest contributor to the Core Trust Fund
excess return and exceeds the asset class benchmark by 271 basis
points YTD.

•

Core Trust Fund five year gross of fee return of 8.5% outperforms the
Policy Benchmark by 44 basis points on an annualized basis.

•

63% of total assets are managed internally by SWIB staff, and 51% of
total assets are actively managed.

2
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Economic and Market Indicators
June 30, 2017

All returns are represented in percent

3
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Total Assets Under Management (AUM)
June 30, 2017 (in millions)

•
•

CTF investment earnings of $10.5b offset by $3.4b of outflows for a one year change of +$7.1b.
VTF investment earnings of $1.3b offset by $0.5b of outflows for a one year change of +$0.8b.
1AUM

is the total market value of assets that an investment company or financial institution manages on behalf of investors.
4
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

WRS Assets as of June 30, 2017
Breakdown of Internal vs. External and Active vs. Passive
•

63% of total assets
internally managed
which is consistent
with recent quarters.

•

No significant
change in actively
managed portfolios
from Q1.

5
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Core Trust Fund Assets Under Management (AUM)
Breakdown by Asset Class as of June 30, 2017 (in millions)

•
•

Total AUM change of $7.1b driven by investment earnings.
Public Equities one year return of 19.8% is the main driver of the one year AUM change.
1AUM

is the total market value of assets that an investment company or financial institution manages on behalf of investors.
6
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Core Trust Fund Allocation vs. Policy Target
All Values as of June 30, 2017
•

Asset class exposures
are within the Target
Range.

•

Core Trust Fund
financial leverage
remains at 9%.

7
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Core Trust Fund Performance

(Based on Preliminary Data)

Gross of Fees as of June 30, 2017
•

Core Trust Fund
outperforms the Policy
Benchmark for all
reported time periods.

•

Strong absolute
annualized return of
8.5% for five year
horizon.

8
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Core Trust Fund Asset Class Excess Return

Gross of Fees Performance Above Benchmark as of June 30, 2017

•

Five year asset class relative returns remain strong with Private Markets (Real Estate and Private Equity) as the main
drivers of excess return.
9
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Core Trust Fund Performance
Gross of Fees as of June 30, 2017

All returns are represented in percent
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Core Trust Fund Performance Cont.
Gross of Fees as of June 30, 2017

All returns are represented in percent
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Core Trust Fund Relative Return Attribution
Gross of Fees as of June 30, 2017
• 44 bps of
annualized
excess return
over five years
due to
selection
effect.
Portfolio Implementation: a
combination of intentional style
drift, allocation drift, and timing
effects.

12
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

CTF Policy Benchmark vs. 60/40 Reference Portfolio
June 1997 to June 2017

•

CTF Policy outperforms Reference Portfolio by 27% over 20 years, equivalent to approximately
+$31.5b of excess value added. (Based on CTF market value as of June 30, 1997)
13
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

CTF Performance vs. 60/40 Reference Portfolio
June 1997 to June 2017

•

CTF outperforms Reference Portfolio by 37% over 20 years, equivalent to approximately +$43.0b
of total excess value added, with $11.5b due to active management.
(Based on CTF market value as of June 30, 1997 )

14
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Variable Trust Fund Allocation vs. Policy Target
All Values as of June 30, 2017

• Ended the quarter slightly underweight domestic equities and overweight
international equities but within Target Range.

15
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Variable Trust Fund Performance
Gross of Fees as of June 30, 2017
•

Five year annualized
return of 12.7%
remains strong due
to US equity bull
market.
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Variable Trust Fund Relative Return Attribution
Gross of Fees as of June 30, 2017

• 24 bps of annualized
excess return over
five years due to
selection effect.

Portfolio Implementation: a
combination of intentional style
drift, allocation drift, and timing
effects.

17
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(Based on Preliminary Data)

Other Funds Performance
Gross of Fees as of June 30, 2017

All returns are represented in percent

18
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Glossary
Term

Definitions

Active Management

A process for managing a portfolio in which investment staff makes the day-to-day decisions on what to buy and sell
with the goal of generating a return on investment that is greater than the market would otherwise provide.

Alpha Pool Overlay

ACTIVE MANAGEMENT strategies that focus on alpha (Hedge Funds, Tactical Alpha) with very little beta exposure.

AUM

(Assets Under Management) - The total market value of assets that an investment company or financial institution
manages on behalf of investors.

Benchmark

A standard or reference point – often an index fund – used to measure or judge the performance of investments.

BPS

(Basis Point) - A unit of measure used in the investment industry. One basis point equals 1/100th of 1% (0.01%) or 1
cent for each $100.

CPI

(Consumer Price Index) – A measure that examines the weighted average of prices of a basket of consumer goods
and services, such as transportation, food and medical care. It is calculated by taking price changes for each item in
the predetermined basket of goods and averaging them. Changes in the CPI are used to assess price changes
associated with the cost of living.

CTF

(Core Trust Fund) - The trust fund which holds the largest part of the WRS assets. It is a fully diversified, balanced
fund that includes a mixture of holdings such as stocks, bonds and real estate.

Excess Return

Investment returns from a security or a portfolio that exceeds a BENCHMARK or index with a similar level of risk. It is
widely used as a measure of the value added by the portfolio or investment manger or the manager's ability to beat
the market.

Exposure

Exposure is the dollar value of physical assets plus the NOTIONAL VALUE of derivatives.
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Glossary
Term
GDP
Interaction
Market Value
Notional Value
Passive Management
Policy Benchmark
Policy Target
Portfolio
Implementation
Reference Portfolio
Relative Return
Attribution

Definitions

(Gross Domestic Product) - As an aggregate measure of total economic production for a country, GDP represents the
market value of all goods and services produced by the economy during the period measured, including personal
consumption, government purchases, private inventories, paid-in construction costs and foreign trade balances
(exports are added, imports are subtracted).
Attribution effect resulting from the combination of (or interaction between) allocation and selection effects.
The price an asset would fetch in the marketplace.
The total value of a leverage position’s assets. This term is commonly used in the options, futures and currency
markets which employ the use of leverage, wherein a small amount of invested money can control a large portion of
the market.
Investing in a fund that replicates a market index, such as the S&P 500, that will allow an investment performance
that is no worse, or better, than the market as a whole.
Fund level BENCHMARK approved by the Benchmark Committee. (Also referred to as “Policy Target” or “SWIB’s
Asset Allocation).
Fund level BENCHMARK approved by the Benchmark Committee. (Also referred to as “Policy Benchmark”).
A combination of intentional style drift, allocation drift and timing effects.
Hypothetical global portfolio comprised of 60% Global Equity and 40% Global Fixed Income.
A measure of the return of an investment portfolio relative to a theoretical passive REFERENCE PORTFOLIO or
BENCHMARK.

SIF

(State Investment Fund) - A pool of cash balances of the WRS various state and local government units.

Total Exposure

The dollar value of MARKET VALUE plus the NOTIONAL VALUE of the Policy Overlays.
(Variable Trust Fund) - The smaller of the two WRS funds. It is primarily a stock fund that has a relatively greater
degree of risk than the Core Trust Fund due to the volatility of the stock market.
(Wisconsin Retirement System) – The total aggregate of the Core and Variable Trust Funds.

VTF
WRS
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Quarterly Investment Update
Board Meeting
August 2, 2017
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CIO Outlook
David Villa, CIO
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Policy Portfolio Adds 27% with Less Risk
Over 20 years
Policy Benchmark versus Reference Portfolio
July, 1997 to June, 2017
132

Value of $100 Invested

128
124
120
116
112
108
104
100
96

Gross of Fees
Policy Benchmark
Reference Portfolio
Excess Return
Policy Risk
Reference Risk

1 Year
10.97%
8.79%
2.18%
3.6%
5.1%

Five Years
8.04%
6.75%
1.30%
5.6%
6.6%

10 Years
5.03%
4.11%
0.93%
9.9%
10.9%

20 Years
6.65%
5.37%
1.28%
9.3%
10.0%
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CTF Adds 7.8% with Minimal Additional Risk
Over 20 years
Core Trust Fund versus Policy Benchmark
July, 1997 to June, 2017
Value of $100 Invested

108
106
104
102
100
98
96

Gross of Fees
Core Trust Fund
Policy Benchmark
Excess Return
Core Trust Fund Risk
Policy Risk

1 Year
12.03%
10.97%
1.05%
3.5%
3.6%

Five Years
8.48%
8.04%
0.44%
5.6%
5.6%

10 Years
5.23%
5.03%
0.20%
10.1%
9.9%

20 Years
7.05%
6.65%
0.40%
9.5%
9.3%
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2016 CTF 5-Year Return Decomposed
8.6%
5.7%
13.6%

‐ 0.4%
5 Year
Annualized
Return

13.7%

8.1%
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Core Trust Fund Annual Return
Source: SWIB AASPE; 8.1% is the geometric average realized return, 2012 to 2016.
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2017 CTF 5-Year Return - ?
9.5%
8.6%
Preliminary as of
July 24, 2017

5.7%
13.6%

5 Year
Annualized
Return*

‐ 0.4%

7.3%
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Core Trust Fund Annual Return
*Five year forecast based on preliminary 2017 results through July 24th.
Source: SWIB, NEPC
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Asset Class Performance
50-Year History

Asset Class Performance January, 1967 to December, 2016
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R
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8%
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Bond

6%

Cash
4%

CPI
2%

0%
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

20%

22%

24%

Risk
“Classic Pension” is the SWIB Core Trust Fund benchmark with asset class weights held constant from 2005 onward.

Source: FactSet, Haver, SWIB
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Developed World Growth
Secular slowdown over 40 years

Rolling 10 Year Average Annual Real GDP Growth
6%

5%

4%

3%

2%
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0%

Canada

Eurozone

Germany

Japan

UK

US

Source: World Bank, Haver
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Real Yields

Near 1% today, following decades-long decline
U.S. Interest Rates and Inflation March, 1979 to March, 2017
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

U.S. 30 Year Treasury

U.S. 10 Year Treasury

U.S. Headline Inflation

Real Yield

Real Yield = [U.S. 10‐Year Treasury Yield – PCE Inflation], 3‐Year Moving Average
Source: Bloomberg, FactSet
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Asset Class Performance
Recent 10 Years

Asset Class Performance January, 2007 to December, 2016
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Risk
“Classic Pension” is the SWIB Core Trust Fund benchmark with asset class weights held constant from 2005 onward.

Source: FactSet, Haver, SWIB
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Asset Class Expectations
Significantly below historical experience

Expectations versus 50‐Year History
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R
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Source: NEPC Asset Class Assumptions (January, 2017; 5‐7 year geometric returns), FactSet, Haver, SWIB
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Market Outlook
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CCC Issuance
Higher in 2017
% of CCC Issuers Tapping Primary Market
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Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch, 7/14/17
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Benchmark Index Performance
International Equities, unhedged, lead first half
Summary of Returns (%)
June 30, 2017
Benchmark Indices (% change,
annualized)
CTF Benchmark (GOF)
S&P 500
Russell 2000
MSCI ACWI Gross
MSCI ACWI Gross (Local)
MSCI World ex US Equities
MSCI World ex US Equities (Local)
MSCI Emerging Markets
Barclays Capital Govt/Credit
BOFA ML High Yield
Citigroup World Govt Bonds
Citigroup World Govt Bonds (Hedged)

YTD

1 Yr

5 Yr

10 Yr

10 Yr
Volatility

7.4%
9.3%
5.0%
11.8%
9.3%
12.8%
6.9%
18.4%

11.0%
17.9%
24.6%
19.4%
19.8%
19.5%
21.2%
23.7%

8.0%
14.6%
13.7%
11.1%
13.1%
8.1%
12.1%
4.0%

5.0%
7.2%
6.9%
4.3%
4.9%
1.0%
2.1%
1.9%

9.9%
15.2%
20.1%
17.0%
14.5%
18.6%
14.6%
23.4%

2.7%
4.9%
4.5%
0.8%

‐0.4%
12.7%
‐4.1%
‐2.0%

2.3%
6.9%
‐0.2%
3.3%

4.6%
7.6%
3.5%
4.3%

4.0%
10.6%
6.8%
3.1%

Source: Monthly Returns, FactSet, SWIB
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Credit Spreads Have Narrowed, Equity Multiples Are
Higher than Historical Averages
Valuation
Date

Current

1 Yr

5Yr

10 Yr

All Data

Earliest
Data

10 Year Treasury Yield (%)

Jul‐17

2.3

2.1

2.1

2.7

6.3

Jan‐62

S&P 500 Forward P/E (NTM)

Jul‐17

17.9

17.6

16.0

14.7

15.7

Jan‐90

MSCI xUS Forward P/E (NTM)

Jul‐17

15.6

15.2

14.5

13.5

13.6

Feb‐05

Private Equity Multiple (EBITDA, Large)

Mar‐17

10.4

10.3

9.8

9.5

8.6

Jan‐94

Barclays Corp Investment Grade OAS (bps)

Jul‐17

105

125

135

188

134

Jun‐89

Barclays Corp High Yield OAS (bps)

Jul‐17

365

424

476

613

518

Jan‐94

US Inflation (%)

Jul‐17

1.6

1.8

1.3

1.8

3.9

Jan‐62

US Real GDP Growth (%)

Jul‐17

2.1

1.8

2.1

1.4

3.1

Dec‐61

US Volatility

Jul‐17

9.8

12.7

15.3

20.8

19.6

Jan‐90

Europe Volatility

Jul‐17

12.6

18.3

20.9

25.0

24.7

Jan‐99

UK Volatility

Jul‐17

9.7

13.0

15.1

20.0

19.7

Jan‐00

Japan Volatility

Jul‐17

15.5

19.9

23.2

26.5

25.4

Jan‐98

Valuation Metric

US 2017 GDP Growth Forecast: 2.2%
US 2017 CPI Forecast: 2.1%
Source: FactSet, Bloomberg
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Risk Contributors
Core Trust Fund

Equilibrium
Policy Risk

Target
Tracking Error

Domestic Equities

4.8%

0.12%

Int’l Equities

5.0%

0.13%

Fixed Income

0.5%

0.04%

Inflation Sensitive

0.2%

0.00%

Real Estate

0.8%

0.20%

Private Equity/Debt

2.0%

0.16%

Multi‐Asset & Cash

0.1%

0.01%

Alpha Pool Overlay

0.0%

0.11%

Active Risk Allocation Planned

0.0%

0.43%

Total Core Fund

13.3%

1.20%

Five Year Actual

6.1%

0.31%

Contribution to Fund Volatility

Note: Market risk is the return variation around the expected long‐term average return of 7.2%.
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Equity Markets

Q2 2017 Performance & Summary Comments
• Global equity markets continued to move higher during the
second quarter (YTD performance of over 11%).
• Value stocks struggled in the first half of 2017, but continue to
look undervalued on a long‐term basis.
• Energy stocks have continued to be weak over the first part of
2017, while technology, healthcare and consumer staples stocks
have been outperformers.
• Domestically, small cap stocks have lagged vs. large cap over the
first six months.
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Equity Markets

Q2 2017 Market Performance Recap
Year to Date

Q2 2017
(INDEX) MSCI World Index - Price

(INDEX) MSCI World ex USA - Price

107

(INDEX) MSCI USA - Price

(INDEX) MSCI World Index - Price

(INDEX) MSCI World ex USA - Price

(INDEX) MSCI USA - Price

106

114

112
110.92

105

110

104.59

109.43

104

108.43

108
103.38

103
106

102.57

102
104

101
102

100
100

99

98
4/3

4/10

4/17

4/24

5/1

5/8

5/15

5/22

5/29

6/5

6/12

6/19

6/26

7/3

98
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Source: FactSet

Source: FactSet

•

The second quarter of 2017 once again saw strong performance, with the
MSCI World index up over 3%.

•

On a year‐to‐date basis, international stocks have performed better than
domestic stocks, fueled by a strengthening economy in Europe.
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Equity Markets

Q2 2017 Style Performance Recap
Value vs. Growth – Last 2 Years

Value vs. Growth – Last 5 Years
105
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MSCI World IMI Value - Price Relative to MSCI World Index
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•

The first six months of 2017 represented a reversal in style leadership, with
growth stocks resuming their outperformance after underperforming during
the last four months of 2016.

•

Over the past five years, growth stocks have significantly outperformed.
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'17

Equity Markets

Q2 2017 Sector and Market Cap Recap
YTD – Key Sector Relative Performance

YTD – Small Cap vs. Large Cap (U.S.)
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•

Market was lead by technology, healthcare and consumer staples.

•

Energy stocks continue to lag, reflecting low prices, over‐supply, and
continuing pressure from alternative energy sources.

•

Domestically, small‐cap stocks have underperformed larger‐cap stocks.
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Jun

Equity Market Outlook
• Key drivers of stocks remain positive looking forward.
o Earnings growth outlook remains positive for both US and non‐U.S. companies.
o European growth remains strong, political risks are greatly reduced.
o Expectations of rising inflation not playing out so far, but risks remain on the
horizon.
o History shows little impact of rising rates on equities given such a low starting
point.

• Soft indicators like consumer sentiment and business confidence remain high,
setting up some risk of disappointment if we see policy disappointments or
other geo‐political factors disrupt the expansion.
• Valuation levels remain elevated, but are supported by earnings growth – note
that high valuation are rarely the cause of a pullback (they just allow you to
measure the size of the potential drawdown).
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Earnings Growth: Globally Positive
U.S. and the Developed World
S&P 500 Index

MSCI World ex US
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• Consensus expectations continue to predict solid growth for U.S. companies over the
next two years.

• Rate of growth in non‐U.S. companies expected to be stronger than in U.S. – driven by
improvements in Europe and ongoing dollar strength.
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European Growth Improving

Source: J.P. Morgan – Guide to the Markets – June 30, 2017

• In Europe, unemployment rate has been falling for a long time – finally starting to see
some of the benefits in terms of retail sales and industrial production.

• GDP growth in the Eurozone accelerated to be above 2% recently, their best
performance since the end of the “echo recession” during 2012‐2014.
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European Political Risk Falling

Source: J.P. Morgan – Guide to the Markets – June 30, 2017
Source: J.P. Morgan – Guide to the Markets – June 30, 2017

• Elections have gone well – Netherlands, France & UK results positive for markets.
• Support for the Euro remains high across most of the bigger Eurozone countries.
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Inflation Remains Tame

Source: J.P. Morgan – Guide to the Markets – June 30, 2017

• Headline and core CPS remain quite constrained, even ticking down a bit in Q2.
• Note that headline numbers remain low despite pickup in Energy CPI, which has very easy
year/year comparisons vs. low energy prices a year ago.
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Inflation Drivers on the Horizon

Source: J.P. Morgan – Guide to the Markets – June 30, 2017

• Central banks are now openly talking about reducing their balance sheet holdings.
• We are beginning to see less fiscal policy drag (possibly even stimulus in U.S.).
• Markets expecting short rates to rise for the next 12‐24 months.
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Equity Markets and Interest Rates

Source: J.P. Morgan – Guide to the Markets – June 30, 2017

•

While investors continue to worry about the potential impact of rising rates on equity
prices, this historical study from JP Morgan indicates that the two‐year yield needs to get
above 3.5% before we have significant risk.
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Sentiment Remains Strong

Source: J.P. Morgan – Guide to the Markets – June 30, 2017

• Consumer sentiment and other confidence measures remain well above historical averages.
• Policy disappointment or a true meltdown in Washington could negatively impact these
measures and impact the real economy.
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Valuation: Extended but Rising
U.S. vs Rest of Developed World

•

Valuation levels for U.S. and International stocks continue to be high vs. history.

•

U.S. stocks continue to be bolstered by expectations of solid earnings growth and the potential
for favorable tax and fiscal policy changes.

•

Outside of U.S., valuation levels are not as extended, and are also supported by early cycle
recoveries in key industries.
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Fixed Income Outlook
•

Volatility is likely to be higher because of the uncertainty related to Trump
policies and the interest rate path from the Federal Reserve.

•

Support from European Central Bank is expected to be less certain going
forward which can upset the recent momentum in the markets.

•

Policy tightening in China and uncertainty with Brexit negotiations in the
UK are other macro risks on the radar.

•

Credit: Corporate bond spreads are near the cycle lows and rich. New
issue covenants are weak and high yield boundaries are being pushed
aggressively. Investment Grade is preferred over High Yield as the
risk/return ratio remains stronger.

•

Currencies: US dollar continues to be overvalued after close to 8% drop
this year. Emerging market currencies are generally attractive with
positive fundamentals and cheap valuations.

•

Rates: Developed market nominal government bonds are closer to neutral
after the post election sell‐off. US TIPS and non‐US Inflation linked bonds
look attractive as the economic conditions continue to improve.
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Inflation Expectations Moderating
US 10‐Year Breakeven Inflation
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Multi Asset Strategy Outlook
• Although announced deals are up year‐over‐year in 2017, the
value of those transactions is down 35% compared to 2Q 2016.
It appears as though large potential deals are being stalled due
to uncertainty around tax policy going forward.
• Volatility was very low throughout the 2nd quarter, with spot
VIX never closing above 16 throughout the quarter. Spot VIX has
not closed above 16 since November, 2016.
• Value and quality both outperformed in the 2nd quarter, while
momentum underperformed.
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Factor Performance
2017 Factor Performance
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Private Markets & Funds Alpha Outlook
Private Equity
•

Private Equity investment activity has increased and the exit
environment continues to be strong. This has led to a healthy
fundraising market in 2017, especially in the U.S. and Western
Europe.

•

Purchase price multiples remain at historically high levels with large
buyouts trading at levels seen in 2007 (average between 10.0x and
11.0x EBITDA). Small buyouts are trading at levels significantly lower
(average between 8.0x and 9.0x EBITDA).

•

SWIB continues to add high quality managers focused on small/mid
buyouts. SWIB is also being very selective in looking for credit
managers that will opportunistically take advantage of market
dislocations.

•

SWIB has committed $94 million to six new co‐investments and $6
million to two existing co‐investments in 2017. The pipeline
continues to be very robust.
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Private Equity Portfolio
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Market Value ($USD)

Cash Flow ($USD)

1,000

Co-Investment Portfolio Status Tracker
As of June 30, 2017

Note:
Above cost: TVPI ≥ 1.20x
At or near cost: 0.9x ≤ TVPI < 1.20x
Below cost: TVPI < 0.9x
TVPI = (Market Value +
Distributions)/Invested Capital
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Private Markets & Funds Alpha Outlook
Private Debt
•

Good flow of new loans opportunities. Active on direct originations and currently
reviewing three loans (one senior loan and two mezzanine loans).

•

Continuing trend in Q2 of borrowers asking for longer term loans (+25 year fixed rate).
Also seeing an increase in foreign debt issuances.

•

High grade senior debt credit spreads tightened modestly in the second quarter.
Mezzanine pricing is stable. Loan demand still high among investors.

•

Covenants holding (for now).

Venture Capital
•

US venture activity in the middle of a reset. Signs of this began in the second half of 2016
after investment levels peaked. Good for the industry.

•

Total capital invested increased in the quarter but the number of companies receiving
funding declined (due to a few mega financing rounds and an increase in later stage
financings). Late stage financings are up 20% since Q416 as a result of companies staying
private longer.

•

After a slow start to 2017, the IPO market for venture‐backed companies improved in Q2
bringing total venture backed IPOs to 27 for the year. Optimism of a strong back half of
2017 for venture‐backed IPO activity.

•

Despite a handful of high profile acquisitions, venture backed M&A activity in Q2 was
lowest reported in years (total dollar terms).
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Private Markets & Funds Alpha Outlook
Real Estate
• The trailing year total return for the NCREIF core fund
benchmark (ODCE) is 6.9%, net. Cap rate compression has
stopped and transaction volume is trending slightly lower.
• Broad based employment gains support space demand. Rental
incomes continue to increase as leases roll to market rates.
• Household formation data indicates incremental demand is
becoming more evenly split between owning and renting.
• Amazon will alter the retail industry again with its acquisition of
Whole Foods.
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Private Markets & Funds Alpha Outlook
Real Estate (continued)
• Competition among lenders has driven down mortgage
spreads for operating properties. Construction financing still
remains difficult to secure.
• SWIB’s real estate staff is being disciplined in its approach to
reach the new CTF allocation target of 8%. We expect to
finish 2017 at a similar exposure to 2016.
• The Real Estate Market is in equilibrium. Staff is selling non‐
strategic assets (Detroit multifamily) at accretive pricing and
acquiring strategic positions when opportunities arise.
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Real Estate Portfolio Investment Activity

Note: Net Asset Value does not include the Portfolio level cash holdings.
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Private Markets & Funds Alpha Outlook
Funds Alpha
• Net asset flows in overall hedge fund industry have been
negative for the first time since 2008. However, the level is still
modest given overall industry assets.
• The disruption in the hedge fund industry can be a long‐term
advantage for large institutional investors to gain access to
preferred funds and generally improve terms.
• Given the macro‐economic backdrop and changing monetary
and fiscal policies of global economies, a few key active
management areas appear more attractive:
1. relative value security/asset selection
2. macro‐oriented trading
3. event and corporate action driven strategies
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Estimated Annual Growth of Assets / Net Asset Flow

Hedge Fund Industry 1990 – Q1 2017

Source: HFR; www.hedgefundresearch.com
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Some Risks in the Outlook
• Inflation expectations may be larger than anticipated
causing the fed to act more quickly and to a greater
extent than anticipated.
• Economic headwinds such as a tight labor market,
contracting profit margins, deteriorating credit quality
and tighter lending standards may cause slowing of
growth and impact markets.
• Expectations for policy measures such as tax cuts,
health care or regulation are not met, resulting in
markets correcting.
• China financial/credit concerns may become critical as
there is a sharper slowdown in China than expected.
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Questions?
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Appendix
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Growth Outlook in 2017
Acceleration in Developed Markets
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Global Inflation Is Resuming
Primarily in Developed Markets

Global Inflation Forecast (%)
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U.S. Employment Growth
Continues at 2016 monthly rate

Change in Non‐Farm Payrolls (1000s)
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VIX Level (LH)
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Implied Vol of Vol Index Level

Volatility at Absolute Low Levels
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Enterprise Risk
Management Update
Dev Desai
Enterprise Risk Manager
August 02, 2017
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ERM Summary of Key Takeaways


Submission of the minutes of the April 03, 2017 ERCC.



Update on key ERM activities for 2017 :
1.

Post ARIES Stabilization Risks
•

All remaining risks have been either closed or transferred to six post ARIES stabilization projects.

•

Transferred risks are currently being managed by the Project Management Team and ERM, with
effective mitigations in place.

None of these risks are identified as critical or approaching critical status.

2.

Data Dependency Risk – With the completion of ARIES, data dependency has become even more
important to the effective functioning of SWIB.
We have lowered the risk rating from high to moderate due to effective mitigation in place.

3.

Facilities Management Risk – As SWIB continues to expand, there will be increased focus on facilities
management risk.
Our current assessment of the risk is low, but trending upward.

2
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Appendix

Enterprise Risk Management Update
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ARIES Risks & Post ARIES Stabilization Project Risk
Assessment Summary
 Role of ERM in the ARIES Risk Assessment Process
• Advise project teams on identifying and managing their risks
• Assure that risks are appropriately updated and documented
• Provide the ERCC and Board with risk summary update

Key Takeaways
•
•

All risks were subsequently closed out or transferred to post ARIES stabilization projects.
None of the known risks are critical; the overall risk rating for post ARIES stabilization projects is moderate.

4
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ARIES Program  Post ARIES Stabilization Project Statistics (Aug 2017)
Project
Active
Status by Post 1ARIES
System RetirementRisk
- AASPE
System Retirement - InvestOne
2
OnCore Delivery
17
System Retirement - Legacy
PACE
4
15
Barclays Point (Phase 1)
Program Management Plan
9
Enterprise Data Store
7
Front Office Phase 2
7
Transaction Reconciliation
6 1
System Retirement
4 - Accounting
4
4 Systems
3
1
22 3
IBOR Delivery 1
System Retirement - Wilshire
1
Risk Manager (Phase 1)
Strategic FactSet (Phase 1)
Multi Asset
2
New Trustee Report

Risk Status - All former ARIES
Project Risks

Stabilization Project

14

8, 7% 13, 12%

10

9

Active
Closed
3

1 12

2

2

Transferred

90, 81%

Active

Post ARIES Stabilization Projects

Critical
High

1

1

Moderate

2
1

Transferred

Key Takeaway

3

4

Closed

 None of the overall project risks for each post
stabilization ARIES project are critical or
approaching critical status.

Low
1

Negligible
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Data Dependency Risk – Aug 2017
• Risk Defined:
–

Risks associated with SWIB’s dependence on receiving timely, accurate and complete data while ensuring the
quality throughout E2E systems.
• ARIES enhancements have resulted in the implementation of several risk management and data capture
systems.
• Optimal use of these systems depends on the end-to-end (E2E) data quality and timely deliverability to
End Target Systems (FactSet, Barclays Point, MSCI, Charles River Development)

• Mitigations:
–
–
–
–
–

•

Resources have been recently added to the Data Management group (Data Management Director and Specialist)
Identification of data domains has already been developed.
Identification of data owners and stewards have already been developed.
Development of E2E quality controls have been implemented and are currently being enhanced.
Development of a data management transition plan is currently underway.

Long-Term Mitigation:
–

Data Quality Readiness Project is currently in its second phase aimed at ensuring the complete, timely and
accuracy of data delivery from source modules to final SWIB systems (End-to-End data quality management).

Key Takeaways
• This risk was changed from high to moderate. ERM will continue to monitor and report through 2017.

6
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Facilities Management Risk – Aug 2017
•

Risk Defined:
–

–
–

Risks that
• May impact 121 East Wilson Street building making it unusable in the event of a disaster or hazard situation
• Relate to SWIB growing to a point where there is insufficient space to house SWIB staff
Continued short-term growth without sufficient available work space
Strategic growth outpacing long-term strategic facilities planning and mitigation

• Mitigations:
–
–
–
–
–

•

Comprehensive business continuity and emergency action plans
Established and trained Incident Command Team
Facilities Management updates executive director on available space at least quarterly
Facilities Management receives recruitment reports to analyze future space needs and plan for staff placement
Facilities Management is notified prior to approval of hiring consultants and interns to ensure workspace is available

Long-Term Mitigation:
–
–
–

Establish cloud-based data center recovery strategy
Strategic planning to determine whether additional remote recovery facilities are necessary and viable to accommodate
efficient collaboration during a disaster
Strategic planning for long-term facilities needs

Key Takeaways
• Facilities Management risk and mitigations are being reviewed and managed by a certified Facilities
Manager.
• Risk has been rated low, but trending upwards due to anticipated SWIB growth.

7
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ERM Risk Register

(Page 1 of 2)

ERM RISK REGISTER

2

Risks associated with SWIB's ability to
Operational
support the transition from ARIES
Support and
Program to BAU in a manner that is both
Readiness
sustainable and cost effective.

Technology & Systems Mgm't
Data Management
Investment Operations &
Controls

3

Risks associated with SWIB's
Data
dependence on receiving timely, accurate
Dependency
and complete data.

Business Capabilities & Planning
Vendor/Service Provider
Technology & Systems Mgm't
Financial Systems & Controls
Data Management

Risks associated with inadequate control
structures resulting from changes in
business processes impacted by ARIES
implementation.

Financial Systems & Controls
Investment Operations &
Controls
Business Continuity
Business Capabilities & Planning

4

5

Internal
Control
Oversight

Strategic
Objectives

Risks associate with the post ARIES
project stabilization effort.

Risks associated with SWIB's ability to
achieve strategic objectives and
business goals.

Business Capabilities & Planning
Vendor/Service Provider
Technology & Systems Mgm't
Financial Systems & Controls
Workforce
Data Management

Strategic

Key Takeaways
• None of the risks are critical (red) or approaching critical status.
• ERM will continue to monitor these risks & report them to the ERCC.

N/A

1

Post ARIES
Project
Stabilization

- ERM performed the 2017 Q2 risk assessment, as scheduled. The ARIES Program
ended on June 30 2017. Most ARIES related risks were closed out. A few remaining
risks were transferred to the Post ARIES stabilization projects (see next risk category
below).

Moderate

0

ARIES
Program

Comments

- Projects will be managed by SWIB's PMO. The following projects and expected
timelines are covered : (i) Stabilize IBOR (3 mos), (ii) Stabilize FO phase 2 (3 mos), (iii)
New Trustee Report - IBOR data (6mos), (iv) Enterprise Data Store (6 mos), (v) Multi
Asset Portfolio Mgmt (6 mos), and (vi) System Retirements (6-12 mos).

Moderate

Risks associated with adverse impacts to Business Capabilities & Planning
the organization (e.g., delays, budget over
Vendor/Service Provider
runs, resource drain, BAU interruption,
Technology & Systems Mgm't
and over-reliance on vendors, etc.)
Financial Systems & Controls
resulting from the implementation of the
Workforce
ARIES Program.
Data Management

- Continue application of the ERM ARIES risk assessment process from the past two
years to the post operating-model environment.
- Transition the risk assessments from the Project state to Business as Usual state.
- Develop and periodically maintain a database of BAU risks as the risks transition
from the Project phase to BAU.
- Assess the risks associated with supporting SWIB’s new infrastructure, investment
strategy and new operating model in the post-ARIES environment.
- OnCore Delivery went live in December 2016. SWIB continues with post-deployment
activities. Open items were transitioned to BAU or other projects.
- IBOR Delivery phase 1 (which focuses on pushing data into front office systems) went
live in July 2017. The Data Management Group was recently expanded by adding new
resources. These resources are responsible for owning the E2E data quality risk.

Moderate

Related Domains

Moderate

Risk Description

- ERM is currently working with key staff and consultants to understand and identify
changes to SWIB's control environment that have or will result from ARIES
implementation.
- ERM is also assessing how changes to SWIB business process as a result of ARIES
implementation will impact risks.

Moderate

ID Risk Category

August 2017
Res.
Trend
Rating

- ERM will identify and assess the strategic risks associated with achieving SWIB’s
future vision of the Strategic Objectives.
- Risk assessments may be performed on certain components of the strategic
objectives. Examples include (i) SWIB’s Enterprise Wide operating model, (ii) MBS and
TBA transaction capability, and (iii) Securities Lending as a Liquidity Management
Approach to support increased leverage.
- Provide Senior Management with assessment and consulting on risks and potential
mitigation steps.

8
Critical

High

RISK RATINGS
Moderate

Low

Negligible
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ERM Risk Register

Risks that may impact SWIB's ability to
effectively plan for recovery and
business continuity in the event of a
disaster, hazard situation, or other
business interruption.

Risks that may impact SWIB's building
making it unusable in the event of a
Facilities
disaster or hazard situation; Risks
8
Management relating to SWIB growing to a point
where there is insufficient space to
house SWIB staff.

Risks associated with the outsourcing of
business processes. Includes risks that
Vendor
9
may impact SWIB's ability to effectively
Management
implement, monitor and enforce the
vendor management program.

Risks associated with the lack of data
control, governance and integrity
Information resulting from implementation of
10
Management enhanced mobile device functionality
without adequate and effective data
security oversight.

All

Moderate
Moderate

Business
Continuity

Business Continuity
Vendor/Service Provider
Technology & Systems Mgm't
Data Management

All

Low

7

CyberRisks associated with cyber attacks and
security Risk the extent of business interruption.

Related Domains

Vendor/Service Provider
Investment Implementation

Moderate

6

Risk Description

Data Management
Governance/Leadership
Business Capabilities & Planning
Financial Systems & Controls

Moderate

ID Risk Category

(Page 2 of 2)

Res.
Trend
Rating

Comments
- ERM and IT are working together to evaluate industry risks and threats, and their
likelihood of impacting SWIB.
- ERM, IT and Business Continuity teams are also working together to ascertain SWIB
readiness from an infrastructure and control standpoint (hardware and software).
- ERM and IT are working together to prepare a response plan for cybersecurity events
(e.g., ransomware, etc.) that impact SWIB.
- Business Continuity (BC) has formed an Incident Command Team (ICT) that is
responsible for tactical command and control of response and recovery activities in
the event of a disruption to business operations. The incident command team utilizes
an Emergency Action Plan to assess the impact severity and duration of the disruption
in addition to being a guide the recovery processes.
- Typical BC activities include (i) Joint exercises between SWIB and BNYM across
critical systems, (ii) Remote access certifications by SWIB staff, (iii) Training of
Divisional Business Coordinators and support of business continuity plan creation
and maintenance. (iv) Training SWIB management and staff as well as coordinate
testing of the disaster recovery and emergency action plans.
- Comprehensive business continuity and emergency action plans
Established and trained Incident Command Team
Remote, secondary data center – Eau Claire
Tested remote response/recovery strategy
Establish cloud-based data center recovery strategy
Strategic planning to determine whether additional remote recovery facilities are
necessary and viable to accommodate efficient collaboration during a disaster .
- Continued short-term growth without sufficient available work space
Strategic growth outpacing long-term strategic facilities planning and mitigation
Facilities Management updates the Executive Director on available space at least
quarterly.
Facilities Management receives recruitment reports to analyze future space needs and
- ERM developed an action plan to address this recommendation that was approved
by SWIB's Senior Managers and was part of SWIB's 2016 Strategic Plan. Per the plan,
quarterly milestones were identified, documented, and executed.
- Q4 action items were accelerated into Q3 and completed. They include documenting
short-term and long-term mitigations, and an estimated timeline for implementation.
- The findings were documented in a white paper that was presented to the ERCC on
09/22/16.
- Decisions made include implementing short-term activities in 2017, while defering
long-term activities to 2018 and beyond.
- ERM partnered with IT and Data Management Teams to drive this initiative.
- A draft of the data classification policy was created and used by IT to approximate
resource estimates for implementation.
- Decisions made include (i) focusing short-term efforts around mitigation of
information classified as PII (SS#'s) in by March 2017 and (ii) long-term efforts to
build out SWIB's infrastructure to accomodate security classifications and controls
being deferred to 2018.

Key Takeaways
9
• None of the risks are critical (red) or approaching critical status.
• ERM will continue to monitor these risks & report them to the ERCC.
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ERM Dashboard
ERM Dashboard
Managing the External Environment
Risk Category

Prior* Current*Trend**

COMMUNICATIONS &
EXTERNAL RELATIONS
Ri sks that may i mpact effecti ve
communi cati ons and rel ati onshi ps wi th key
stakehol ders who requi re a hi gh l evel of
confi dence i n SWIB.
Risk Areas
- Internal Communication
- External Communication (PR, Media, etc.)

SECURITY &
INFRASTRUCTURE
Ri sks that may i mpact appropri ate l evel s of
operati onal control s i n pl ace to safeguard
the faci l i ty, empl oyees, vi si tors, assets, and
equi pment. Incl udes ri sks that may i mpact
securi ty that protects sensi ti ve data and
l oss of i nformati on assets.
Risk Areas
- Facilities Management
- Health & Safety
GEOPOLITICAL /
EMERGING
Ri sks associ ated wi th changes i n the gl obal
pol i ti cal and/or publ i c pensi on fund
envi ronment that i mpact SWIB's abi l i ty to
adequatel y and effecti vel y ful fi l i ts mi ssi on
and vi si on.
Risk Areas
- Cybersecurity
- Worst Case Scenarios
LEGISLATIVE /
REGULATORY
Ri sks that may i mpact SWIB and staff
resul ti ng from a fai l ure to compl y wi th state
and federal l aws, rul es and regul ati ons,
moni tor regul atory trends, perform contract
due di l i gence, obtai n external counsel , etc.
Risk Areas
- Delegated Authority
- External Counsel
- Records Retention

August 2017

WORKING DOCUMENT
Managing the Assets
Risk Category

Prior* Current*Trend**

INVESTMENT STRATEGY &
POLICY DESIGN

Risk Category

Prior* Current*Trend**

BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Ri sks that may i mpact SWIB's abi l i ty to
effecti vel y and appropri atel y desi gn the
i nvestment gui del i nes and objecti ves.
Risk Areas
- Strategic Asset Allocation Design
- Capital Market Assumptions
- Benchmarking
- Asset Liability Management
INVESTMENT RISK
MANAGEMENT

Ri sks that may i mpact SWIB's abi l i ty to
effecti vel y pl an for recovery and busi ness
conti nui ty i n the event of a di saster, hazard
si tuati on, or other busi ness i nterrupti on.
Risk Areas
- Planning & Testing
- Disaster Recovery (IT)

INVESTMENT OPERATIONS
& CONTROLS

Ri sks that may i mpact the capabi l i ti es to
effecti vel y moni tor, manage and report on
i nvestment ri sks.
Risk Areas
- Monitoring & Reporting Capabilities
- Transitioning & Rebalancing
- Risk Reporting Governance
- Leverage/Overlay
- Derivatives
INVESTMENT
IMPLEMENTATION

Ri sks that may i mpact SWIB's i nvestment
control framework to effecti vel y manage and
oversee performance measurement and
i nvestment operati ons processes.
Risk Areas
- Cash Management
- IBOR / ABOR
- Reconciliation Oversight
- Trade Operations
WORKFORCE

Ri sks associ ated wi th i nvestment deci si ons
made i n an attempt to achi eve i nvestment
objecti ves for total fund, asset cl ass and
portfol i o mandates.
Risk Areas
- Asset Allocation
- Portfolio Management
- Operational Due Diligence (Private Mkts)

INHERENT MARKET RISKS

Managing the Organization

NR

NR

Ri sks associ ated wi th exposures that are
i nherentl y present i n fi nanci al i nstruments,
and assumed when i nvesti ng or managed
agai nst a benchmark.
Risk Areas
- Credit Risk
- Currency Risk
- Interest Rate Risk
- Liquidity Risk

Ri sks that may i mpact the avai l abi l i ty of an
adequate knowl edgeabl e workforce wi th
suffi ci ent trai ni ng and ski l l s to meet
organi zati onal goal s and objecti ves.
Risk Areas
- Compensation & Incentive Comp.
- Employee Conduct
- Hiring & Onboarding
TECHNOLOGY & SYSTEMS
MANAGEMENT
Ri sks that may i mpact SWIB's abi l i ty to
provi de a hi ghl y rel i abl e, accessi bl e,
avai l abl e technol ogy i nfrastructure that
meets enterpri se-wi de i nformati on needs.
Risk Areas
- Systems Management
- Design, Development & Testing
- Solution Implementation

Risk Category

Managing the Strategy
Prior* Current*Trend**

DATA MANAGEMENT
Ri sks that busi ness resource data mi ght be
i naccurate, i ncompl ete, or not avai l abl e for
appropri ate deci si on maki ng due to
i nsuffi ci ent data governance or control s.
Risk Areas
- Data Management Framework
- Maturity Model
- ARIES Related Projects
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS &
CONTROLS
Ri sks that may i mpact SWIB's abi l i ty to
effecti vel y and adequatel y manage and
oversee the accounti ng for pl an assets,
budgeti ng and pl anni ng, fi nanci al reporti ng,
procurement, cost al l ocati on, etc.
Risk Areas
- Procurement & Accounts Payable
- General Ledger & Financial Reporting
- Financial Planning & Analysis
COMPLIANCE
Ri sks that may i mpact SWIB's abi l i ty to
vi mpl ement, moni tor and enforce
compl i ance management. Incl udes ri sks that
may i mpact compl i ance wi th pol i ci es.
Risk Areas
- Ethics Policy
- Investment Guidelines
- Regulatory Reporting
VENDOR / SERVICE
PROVIDER
Ri sks i nherentl y associ ated wi th
outsourci ng of busi ness processes. Incl udes
ri sks that may i mpact SWIB's abi l i ty to
i mpl ement, moni tor and enforce the vendor
management program.
Risk Areas
- Reliance on Critical Vendors
- Vendor Management Lifecycle
- Service Level Quality vs Expectations

* Inputs to pri or and current ri sk rati ngs are the resul t of one or a combi nati on of eval uati on approaches determi ned to be appropri ate by SWIB's Enterpri se Ri sk (ERM) Di vi si on.
Approaches may i ncl ude appl i cati on of the ERM Framework, ARIES ri sk assessment process, or the i ndependent judgement of ERM supported by other materi al and rel evant
i nformati on. Rati ngs cal cul ated usi ng the ERM Framework are based on resi dual scores (i .e., after mi ti gati ons and control s are consi dered) obtai ned from one or more underl yi ng
ri sks associ ated wi th the domai n.
** Trend i ndi cates ERM's projecti on of category rati ng based on expected changes to processes, materi al and rel evant i nformati on, and/or events that i mpact enterpri se ri sks.

Risk Category

Prior* Current*Trend**

GOVERNANCE /
LEADERSHIP
Ri sks of i neffecti ve del egati ons, governance
commi ttees, pol i ci es and procedures, and
l eadershi p that may i mpact ti mel y deci si ons
that gui de SWIB to meet i ts strategi c goal s and
objecti ves.
Risk Areas
- "Tone at the Top"
- Ethical Practices & Standards of Conduct

STRATEGIC
Ri sks of achi evi ng strategi c goal s and
effecti vel y pl anni ng and i mpl ementi ng
objecti ves and i ni ti ati ves to meet SWIB's
vi si on, mi ssi on, goal s and objecti ves.
Risk Areas
- Mission & Vision
- Alignment of Goals with Time Horizon
- Organizational Goals & Objectives
- Strategic Objective Oversight
BUSINESS CAPABILITIES &
PLANNING
Ri sks that may i mpact creati ng and achi evi ng
rel evant busi ness pl an objecti ves and acti on
pl ans that are al i gned wi th strategi c ri sks.
Risk Areas
- ARIES Program Management
- Project Management
- Process Redesign
- Transition Management
FRAUD DETECTION &
PREVENTION / FIDUCIARY
Ri sks that may i mpact adherence to ethi cal
standards, core val ues, and gui di ng
behavi ors. Incl udes ri sks that may i mpact the
protecti on of assets, i ntegri ty, and credi bi l i ty
through fraud detecti on & preventi on.
Risk Areas
- Internal Control Framework
- Fiduciary Duty
- Internal/External Audits

RISK RATINGS
Critical

TRENDS

Low

Increasing

High

Negligible

No Change

Moderate

Not Rated

Decreasing

Key Takeaways
• There are no known critical (red) risks, or risks that are approaching10
critical status.
• ERM will continue to monitor and report existing risks.
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STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD
Enterprise Risk and Compliance Committee-Open Session
Monday, April 3, 2017
Offices of the Investment Board
121 East Wilson Street, Madison, Wisconsin
Committee Members Present: Dev Desai, Enterprise Risk Manager (Chair)
Lori Wersal, Chief Financial Officer (Vice-Chair)
Rochelle Klaskin, Chief Legal Counsel (Secretary)
Michael Williamson, Executive Director
David Villa, Chief Investment Officer
Jennifer Schmeiser, Chief Human Resources Officer
Shirley Eckes, Chief Operating Officer (Acting)
Elizabeth Fadell, Strategic Planning & Transformation Director
Brandon Brickner, Internal Audit Director (non-voting)
Dara Biederman, Compliance Officer (non-voting)
Tom Bowes, Enterprise Risk Analyst (non-voting)
Others Present: Steve Johnson, Technology Director
Dennis Langley, Business Continuity Manager
Nathaniel Feldner, Infrastructure & Operations Manager
Keith Schmidt, Project Management Officer Manager
Alyssa Moore, Compliance Analyst
Janet Klosterman, Legal Assistant
Open Session
The Chair declared that a quorum was present and called the meeting of the Enterprise Risk and
Compliance Committee (ERCC) to order at 2:01 p.m.
1. Approval of Minutes
Motion: A motion was made by Mr. Williamson and seconded by Ms. Wersal to approve the
open session minutes of the December 8, 2016 ERCC meeting, as distributed. The motion
passed unanimously.
2. Compliance Update
Ms. Biederman noted that her Compliance Reporting & Update for Q4 2016 was included on
pages 7-10 in the meeting materials.
A. Personal Trading
Ms. Biederman highlighted the summary of personal trading activities for Q4 2016, noting a
decrease in the number of trade requests submitted for approval. She reported that of the 231
trade requests submitted for approval during Q4, 45 (19%) were denied; and that 106 (46%) of
the trades approved in Q4 were executed. She also noted that 28 of the 32 SWIB staff seeking
trade approvals in Q3 were investment staff.
1
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Ms. Biederman also highlighted the summary of personal trading statistics for 2013-2016
shown on page 9. She noted that the new policy would take effect for Q1 2017. The Committee
discussed that the summary pages of personal training should be provided to all senior managers
after each ERCC meeting.
(1) Personal Trade Violations
Ms. Biederman stated that the Personal Trade Approvals policy requires staff to report their
personal trades using Compliance 11 within 30 days of the end of each quarter. Compliance
then determines if there are any instances where a violation may have occurred. She reported
that there was one personal trade violation during Q4 2016, which she already reported to the
ERCC on December 8, 2017. Ms. Biederman noted that an employee had purchased a nonexempt ETF after the employee’s pre-clearance trade period had expired. She added that
Compliance was not yet aware of any personal trade violations during Q1 2017.
B. Compliance Affirmations & Other Compliance Matters
Ms. Biederman reminded the Committee that in late December 2015, SWIB’s Ethics Manual
was updated and requires the reporting of aggregate statistics related to late submissions of
compliance affirmations to the ERCC.
Ms. Biederman reported that there were 22 instances of affirmations submitted late during Q4
2016, across 21 people, out of a total of 1794 submissions. She noted that an update on late
submissions during the 2016 calendar year was provided to the Senior Management team in
February 2017. During the presentation of affirmation statistics, the Committee determined
that the policy should be amended to state that late submissions when an employee is on an
approved leave of absence are not a policy violation.
Ms. Biederman also reported that in late March 2017, there was a trading error that resulted in
a trade settling at T+4 rather than T+3. She noted that the issue was resolved following
discussions with Legal and Compliance.
C. Compliance Updates/Projects
(1) Compliance Strategic Planning
Ms. Biederman reported that Compliance continued to implement the first year of the plan and
have successfully completed all goals set forth in the plan. She noted that a new compliancespecific website was launched on SWIB’s intranet with several pages of reference and training
materials.
(2) Personal Trade Approvals Policy
Ms. Biederman stated that the data in this report are from Q4 2016 and not yet reflective of the
newly adopted personal trading policy requirements. She further stated that the new personal
trading requirements have been communicated to staff and additional training/education for
staff is planned in 2017. It was suggested that Compliance also distribute this personal trade
approvals summary to Senior Managers.
2
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There was also discussion about the status of establishing electronic feeds from broker/dealers
with whom SWIB staff trade.
3. Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Risk Register
Mr. Desai walked the Committee through his presentation on pages 11-16 in the meeting
materials. He focused primarily on the Executive Summary of Key Takeaways for seven risk
categories shown on page 12 and on the ARIES Risks-Statistical Summary-04/03/2017
illustration on page 16. There was considerable discussion about ERM’s findings in several of
the risk areas that resulted in suggestions regarding how the key takeaways should be presented
to the Board in April.
4. Top ARIES Risks
Mr. Bowes highlighted that ERM’s role in the ARIES Project has been to (a) advise on
identifying and managing risks; (b) conduct periodic risk assessments; and (c) provide risk
updates to trustees.
As Mr. Bowes walked the Committee through his presentation on pages 17-21, he identified
risks for seven ARIES projects that have been assessed, discussed mitigations in place for each
risk, reviewed the risk ratings and trend category assigned to each risk, and answered questions.
After a brief discussion, Mr. Bowes stated and Mr. Desai concurred that ERM would report to
the Board that they have identified no risks they deem critical after mitigation steps have been
taken.
5. Business Continuity Update
Dennis Langley, Business Continuity Manager, defined business continuity risk as risks that
may impact SWIB’s ability to effectively plan for recovery and business continuity in the event
of a disaster, hazard situation, or business interruption. He referred to his presentation on pages
22-24 as he discussed SWIB’s business continuity risk and the enhancements to SWIB’s
business continuity program during 2016, and answered questions.
During the discussion, the Committee offered suggestions for future presentation materials
about SWIB’s business continuity risks. Ms. Fadell asked about the recent table top incident
command exercise that was conducted. Mr. Langley commented that the exercise went well
and that he is working on a single page assessment that he will share at a later time with the
committee. A brief discussion about the scenario used for the exercise lead to a request from
Mr. Williamson that ERCC members collect to the extent possible some case studies on
examples of “financial industry” emergencies” that have occurred due to enterprise risks not
being properly mitigated for this Committee to discuss and evaluate.
6. Future Meeting Topics
Mr. Desai noted that the next ERCC meeting was scheduled for August 30, 2017.

3
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7. Adjournment
Motion: A motion to adjourn was made by Ms. Klaskin and seconded by Ms. Schmeiser. The
motion passed and the ERCC meeting was adjourned at 3:04 p.m.
Date of Committee Approval:
Signed:
Rochelle Klaskin, Secretary
Enterprise Risk and Compliance Committee

4
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STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD
Investment Committee Meeting-Open Session
Tuesday, May 23, 2017
Offices of the Investment Board
121 East Wilson Street,
Madison, Wisconsin
Committee Members Present:

Also in Attendance:

David Villa, Chief Investment Officer (Chair)
Chuck Carpenter, Managing Director-Private Markets &
Funds Alpha (Vice-Chair)
Scott Anderson, Head of Asset & Risk Allocation (Secretary)
Brian Hellmer, Managing Director-Public Equities
Todd Ludgate, Managing Director-Public Fixed Income
Nick Stanton, Portfolio Manager-Multi-Asset Strategy
Chirag Gandhi, Portfolio Manager-Global Bonds
Chris Prestigiacomo, Portfolio Manager, Private Debt & Venture Capital
Dominic Garcia, Funds Alpha Manager
Brian Heimsoth, Quantitative Manager
Michael Williamson, Executive Director
Rochelle Klaskin, Chief Legal Counsel
James Wooten, Data Management Director
Russell Snow, Investment Operations & Fund Accounting Director
Scott Parrish, Portfolio Manager-Private Equity
Andrea Ruiz, Portfolio Manager-Liquidity, Inflation & Rates Mgmt.
Brad Gentert, Performance Analyst
Jon Simon, Managing Analyst-Government Credit Team
Chris Preisler, Communications Specialist
Kurt Petrie, Internal Auditor
Janet Klosterman, Legal Assistant
Eileen Neill, Wilshire Associates (by telephone)
Chris Levell, NEPC (by telephone)
(Some individuals may have attended only portions of the meeting.)

OPEN SESSION
With a quorum present, Mr. Villa called the meeting to order at 1:34 p.m. Mr. Williamson
introduced James Wooten, Data Management Director and Russell Snow, Investment
Operations & Fund Accounting Director, who recently started employment at SWIB.
1. Approval of the Minutes
Mr. Villa asked if there were any comments on either the open or closed session minutes of the
April 24, 2017 Investment Committee (IC) meeting. Hearing no comments, Mr. Villa stated
that the Committee could approve both the open and closed session minutes in open session.

1
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Motion: A motion was made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr. Anderson to approve both
the open session and the closed session minutes of April 24, 2017 IC meeting, as presented.
The motion passed unanimously.
2. October Board Workshop Preview
Mr. Villa noted that a draft agenda for the October 11-12, 2017 SWIB Workshop to be held at
the Grand Geneva Resort in Lake Geneva, was included in the materials on pages 8-9. He
reviewed the proposed topics and the list of potential presenters and invited input from the
Committee. He also commented on some anticipated changes to Thursday’s breakfast forum
presentation.
3. Quarterly Performance Review
Brad Gentert, Performance Analyst, reviewed the individual asset class performance shown in
the summary of returns through March 31, 2017, which was included on page 12 of the meeting
materials. He also commented on the illustrations on pages 13-15, which reflected preliminary
Core Fund (CTF) and Variable Fund (VTF) Performance Attribution data for the one-, three-,
five-, and ten-year periods, and answered questions.
Mr. Gentert further highlighted his Q1 summary page on page 11 noting (a) strong absolute
returns from Equities, particularly Emerging Market equity; (b) Global Private equity had a
solid quarter and outperformed the peer-based benchmark by 130 basis points (bps); and (c)
Core and Variable Trust Fund returns continued to outperform relative to their respective
benchmarks over all reported time periods.
4. Currency Task Force Report
Mr. Gandhi referred to the Currency Task Force May 16, 2017 meeting agenda included on
page 16 in the materials. He commented that the currency market has completely reversed since
the first of the year. He also highlighted the Task Force’s continued discussion about potentially
adding intentional active risk currency exposure from asset allocation drift to the currency
overlay and the task force’s discussion about private equity currency valuation and relative
position, and answered questions.
5. Credit Task Force Report
Jon Simon, Chair of the Credit Task Force, referred to the May 16, 2017 meeting agenda
included on page 17 in the materials, as he updated the Committee on the transition of the Credit
Task Force to more of an advisory/consulting role in staff’s negotiations with counterparties
and stated that he would bring proposed Credit Task Force objectives to the next Investment
Committee meeting for discussion. He also noted the group’s discussion about credit market
indicators and potential enhancements to the current counterparty exposure reports.
6. Research Task Force Report
Mr. Ludgate referred to the Staff Research Task Force Report to Investment Committee dated
May 2017, which was included in the meeting materials on page 18. He highlighted the list of
completed projects and updated the Committee on projects in progress, including the Economic
2
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Market Cycle/Dashboard project (versions 1 and 2). Also in progress is research on labor force
productivity/wages/regulations and implications for future growth. He noted that an interim
presentation to SWIB Staff is anticipated in July 2017 with a final presentation in the fourth
quarter of 2017.
7. Investment Guidelines Recommendations
Ms. Klaskin noted that the following draft documents were included in the meeting materials
for the Committee’s review: (a) Trustee WRS Investment Policy (pages 20-43); (b) Investment
Committee Investment Guidelines (pages 44-84); (c) Trustee SIF and Various Fund Investment
Policy and Guidelines (pages 85-108); (d) Memo from Scott Parrish discussing proposed
changes to the Private Equity Portfolio (page 109); and (e) Memo from Andrea Ruiz discussion
proposed changes to SIF’s guidelines (pages 110-112). Ms. Klaskin clarified that the
amendments proposed by Mr. Parrish and Ms. Ruiz were already incorporated into the draft
Investment Committee Investment Guidelines and the draft Trustee SIF and Various Fund
Investment Policy and Guidelines included in the meeting materials.
Ms. Klaskin discussed the highlights for each document, the process that had been undertaken
to revise the guidelines, Wilshire’s peer review and consulting on the project, and facilitated
the discussion regarding the drafts.
A. Private Equity Portfolio Investment Guidelines
Mr. Parrish referred to his memo on page 109 as he explained that the private equity coinvestment portfolio was selected for an internal audit this year, and that audit recommended,
and staff agreed, that modest changes to the Investment Guidelines were warranted given its
growth and current strategy. Mr. Parrish discussed the proposed changes on page 109. After
discussion, the Committee determined that the proposed language should be amended to require
approval from both the CIO and Executive Director to exceed any of the limitation.
B. State Investment Fund Investment Guidelines
Ms. Ruiz referred to her memo on pages 110-112 as she stated that the State Investment Fund
(SIF) utilizes repo as an important financial tool to provide substantial overnight liquidity to
participants. Staff seeks to increase SWIB’s repo counterparty base, while imposing a smaller
limit on the maximum repo that can be performed with any one counterparty.
Ms. Ruiz further explained that the SIF is permitted to enter into repo trades without limitations
to the size of the trade when it is facing an investment grade counterparty. However, some
investment grade repo counterparties use an unrated subsidiary to issue their repo. The SIF is
also contemplating the option to face the Core Fund as a counterparty. Therefore, Ms. Ruiz
explained, it would be beneficial to update the guidelines to specify these situations.
Ms. Ruiz then walked the Committee through the table of proposed SIF repo limits per different
counterparties as shown on page 111 and answered questions.
Ms. Klaskin stated that once approved by the Committee, she would forward the final drafts of
all three books to the Trustees for review.
3
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Motion: A motion was made by Mr. Williamson and seconded by Mr. Ludgate to move to
recommend to the Board of Trustees that they adopt and approve the Trustee WRS Investment
Policy, the Investment Committee Investment Guidelines, and the Trustee SIF and Various
Fund Investment Policy and Guidelines, in substantially the form presented in the Committee
materials with the noted changes made by the Committee; and to further recommend to the
Board of Trustees that any previous policies or procedures that were either approved by the
Committee or the Trustees whose substance is now contained in any of the afore-mentioned
new guidelines shall be superseded by such policy and/or guidelines. The motion passed
unanimously.
8. Investment Committee Charter Amendments
Ms. Klaskin reported that in connection with the proposed adoption by the Trustees of the
revised investment guidelines, the following changes to the Investment Committee’s Charter
are necessary: (a) identifying that changes to the Investment Committee Investment Guidelines
are controlled by the Committee; (b) clarifying how action is taken at the Committee level; and
(c) clarifying that both new investment instruments and derivative strategies are approved by
the Committee prior to implementation, and offered to answer any questions.
Motion: A motion was made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr. Hellmer to recommend
to the Board of Trustees that they adopt and approve the changes to the Investment Committee
Charter as shown in the Committee materials. The motion passed unanimously.
9. Funds Alpha Q1 2017 Update
Mr. Garcia presented the 2017 Funds Alpha Strategy Q1 Update. He reviewed the Funds Alpha
team’s key goals for 2017, highlighting that estimated EVA for 2017 was +$11 million. A copy
of his presentation was included in the meeting materials on pages 122-136.
Mr. Garcia reported that during Q1 2017 (a) Beta One made a strong contribution, particularly
from long-only equities; (b) Hedge Funds finished flat, but behind LIBOR +10 bps; (c) Beta
One AUM remained steady with the removal of Risk Parity and market appreciation in equity
beta; and (d) Hedge Fund AUM increased largely from the transfer from Beta One Risk Parity.
Mr. Garcia then walked the Committee through illustrations for each Funds Alpha Book on
pages 125-136, discussing both performance and strategy, and answering questions.
10. Private Debt Q1 2017 Update
Mr. Prestigiacomo presented the SWIB Private Debt Portfolio Quarterly Investment Committee
Report-March 2017. A copy of his report was included in the meeting materials on pages 137139. Mr. Prestigiacomo distributed an additional document entitled Private Debt Portfolio
Analysis Private Debt Portfolio Analysis by the Asset & Risk Allocation Division, which he
also reviewed with the Committee. He highlighted the following conclusions of the analysis:
(a) There is no significant duration, average life, or section mismatch between the portfolio and
the benchmark; (b) Given the number of credits and the geography, the portfolio is more
concentrated than the benchmark; and (c) The portfolio extracts excess spread over the
benchmark (Barclay’s BBB Corporate + 20 bps) with a higher average credit rating.
4
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Mr. Prestigiacomo reported that, at March 31, 2017, the Private Debt Portfolio Asset Value
(Par) was $468,581,192. He highlighted other exhibits in the report that provided high-level
portfolio characteristics, a snapshot of the strategy allocation for SWIB’s Private Debt Portfolio,
and a summary of non-Wisconsin investments.
Mr. Prestigiacomo commented that, at the end of the first quarter, preliminary performance
shows that the portfolio was (a) about 70 basis points (bps) above its benchmark year-to-date;
(b) behind the benchmark by 70 bps for the quarter; and (c) ahead of the benchmark for the
three-, five-, and ten-year periods.
Note: The Investment Committee took a break from 3:26 p.m. to 3:40 p.m.

11. Motion to Convene in Closed Session
Motion: A motion to go into closed session pursuant to § 19.85(1)(e) and § 19.36(5) of the
Wisconsin Statutes to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public funds was
made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr. Gandhi.
The Chair called for a roll call vote.
Anderson-Aye
Heimsoth-Aye
Stanton-Aye

Carpenter-Aye
Hellmer-Aye
Villa-Aye

Gandhi-Aye
Ludgate-Aye
Williamson-Aye

Garcia-Aye
Prestigiacomo-Aye

There being eleven ayes and no nays, the Chair declared the motion passed. The Committee
then convened in closed session at 3:40 p.m. and reconvened in open session at 4:45 p.m.
12. Announcement of Committee Actions Relating to Items Taken up in Closed Session
Mr. Villa announced that, while in closed session, the Committee discussed (a) confidential Q1
investment strategies in the Funds Alpha, Private Debt, and Venture Capital investment asset
classes; and (b) total and active risk for both the Core and Variable Trust Funds.
13. Derivatives Report
Mr. Villa stated that the Derivative Overview for March 31, 2017, was included on page 196 in
the meeting materials for the Committee’s review and that there would be no formal
presentation unless there were questions. There were no questions.
14. Soft Risk Parameters Report
Mr. Heimsoth stated that the report, Soft Risk Parameters-Asset Class and Portfolio dated April
30, 2017 was included on pages 197-200 in the meeting materials for the Committee’s review
and that there would be no formal presentation unless there were questions. There were no
questions.

5
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15. Future Meeting Topics
Mr. Villa noted that copies of the proposed open session agendas for the June 27, 2017 and July
24, 2017 IC meetings were included on pages 192-195.
Mr. Villa asked that any items for the Committee’s future consideration be shared with Ms.
Wiemann or be brought directly to him.
16. Adjournment
Motion: A motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr.
Gandhi. The motion passed unanimously and the meeting adjourned at 4:46 p.m.
Date of Committee Approval: 6/27/2017
Signed:

/ s / Scott M. Anderson
Scott M. Anderson
Investment Committee Secretary

6
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STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD
Investment Committee Meeting-Open Session
Tuesday, June 27, 2017
Offices of the Investment Board
121 East Wilson Street, Madison, Wisconsin
Committee Members Present:

Also in Attendance:

David Villa, Chief Investment Officer (Chair)
Chuck Carpenter, Managing Director-Private Markets &
Funds Alpha (Vice-Chair)
Scott Anderson, Head of Asset & Risk Allocation (Secretary)
Todd Ludgate, Managing Director-Public Fixed Income
Nick Stanton, Portfolio Manager-Multi-Asset Strategy
Chirag Gandhi, Portfolio Manager-Global Bonds
Chris Prestigiacomo, Portfolio Manager, Private Debt & Venture Capital
Dominic Garcia, Funds Alpha Manager
Brian Heimsoth, Quantitative Manager
Michael Williamson, Executive Director
Rochelle Klaskin, Chief Legal Counsel (by telephone)
Shirley Eckes, Chief Operating Officer
Mike Bress, Chief Financial Officer
Brandon Brickner, Internal Audit Director
Elizabeth Fadell, Strategic Planning & Transformation Director
Russell Snow, Investment Operations & Fund Accounting Director
Scott Parrish, Portfolio Manager-Private Equity
Steve Spiekerman, Portfolio Manager-Real Estate
Trish Reopelle, Managing Analyst-Asset & Risk Allocation
Mike Shearer, Managing Analyst-Multi-Asset & Absolute Return
Chris Benish, Asset and Risk Allocation Analyst
Chris Preisler, Communications Specialist
Benjamin McBride, Compliance Intern
Dawei Zhang, Quantitative Analyst Intern
Daisy Du, Quantitative Analyst Intern
Janet Klosterman, Legal Assistant
Chris Levell, NEPC (by telephone)
(Some individuals may have attended only portions of the meeting.)

OPEN SESSION
With a quorum present, Mr. Villa called the meeting to order at 1:32 p.m.
1. Approval of the Minutes
Mr. Villa asked if there were any comments on either the open or closed session minutes of the
May 23, 2017 Investment Committee (IC) meeting. Hearing no comments, Mr. Villa stated
that the Committee could approve both the open and closed session minutes in open session.
1
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Motion: A motion was made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr. Prestigiacomo to approve
both the open session and the closed session minutes of May 23, 2017 IC meeting, as presented.
The motion passed unanimously.
2. Transition Update
Kim Bartz, Investment Operations Manager, reviewed the Transition Management Summary
Q4 2016, which was included on page 10 in the meeting materials.
Ms. Bartz highlighted eight transitions, two in October, five in November, and one in December
and noted that all but three were completed within the implementation shortfall tolerance range.
Ms. Bartz briefly described the circumstances regarding the three transitions that that exceeded
the expected implementation fee.
Ms. Bartz also noted that Penserra provided the reporting services for all internally managed
transitions.
Mr. Villa stated that he would like to see all transitions handled internally if reasonably possible,
depending on the timing, type of assets and size.
3. Leverage Governance and Processes
Mr. Anderson walked the Committee through the illustrations of current leverage amounts
shown on page 11 and facilitated its discussion about how the Asset and Risk Allocation (ARA)
team has set the leverage target ratio for each strategy and rebalancing targets and timings for
the same, and then he and Mr. Heimsoth answered questions.
Mr. Villa stated that he would like Messrs. Ludgate and Stanton and Ms. Ruiz (and anyone else
that these managers think appropriate) to work with the ARA team to confirm the current target
leverage ratios. From there, governance can be developed that can be approved, monitored and
overseen by the IC.
Ms. Klaskin stated that she would like to work with them in developing the governance and
potential soft-risk parameters, etc.
4. Private Equity Q1 2017 Update
Scott Parrish, Portfolio Manager, presented the Quarterly Activity Report, as of March 31,
2017, for Private Equity. A copy of his report was included in the meeting materials on pages
13-21.
Mr. Parrish reported that, at March 31, 2017, the Private Equity Market Value1 was $6.3 billion
and total exposure was $11 billion (11.9% of the CTF).

1

The market value is from StepStone’s database as of March 31, 2017. The market value is for the Core Private Equity
Portfolio (#304), the Co-Investment Portfolio (#321), the Current Return Portfolio (#345) and the Legacy Portfolio (#503). It
does not include the Private Debt Portfolios and the Venture Capital Portfolios.

2
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Mr. Parrish highlighted several exhibits included in the report that provided a snapshot of the
Private Equity Portfolio’s investment activity (current and historical), the diversification of
SWIB’s Private Equity Portfolio by industry type and by geographic and sub-asset class
strategy as compared to the benchmark and the previous five-year period. Mr. Parrish
highlighted the +8.5% one-year return and discussed it.
Mr. Parrish also reviewed (a) the performance results versus the benchmark for various periods
for the Core Portfolio (#304) and the Current Return Portfolio (#345), which were included on
page 15, reporting positive performance relative to the benchmarks for all reporting periods for
both portfolios; and (b) the private equity commitments made during the quarter ending March
31, 2017, as shown on page 18. SWIB committed $368 million to five partnerships and $63
million to four new co-investments during Q1.
5. Real Estate Q1 2017 Update
Steve Spiekerman, Portfolio Manager, presented the Quarterly Activity Report as of April 30,
2017, for Real Estate. A copy of his report was included in the meeting materials on pages 2229.
Mr. Spiekerman noted that, in accordance with SWIB’s Investment Guidelines, the asset
allocation target for Real Estate is set at 8% of the Core Fund (CTF), with a policy range of 5%
to 11%. He reported that, at April 30, 2017, the Real Estate Market Value 2 was 6.5% of the
CTF with a real estate market value of approximately $6 billion with unfunded commitments
of approximately $1.8 billion, and total exposure of $7.9 billion.
On pages 26-29, Mr. Spiekerman highlighted the portfolio’s annual investment activity for the
prior five years by property type; the property type and geographic exposure for the Real Estate
Equity Portfolio as compared to the benchmark, and the portfolio’s overall leverage ratio and
industry risk type. Mr. Spiekerman reported that as of April 30, 2017, the Core holdings were
well above the 50% minimum requirement, at 71.5%.
Mr. Spiekerman reviewed the illustration on page 28 comparing performance of the Real Estate
Equity Portfolio (#461) and performance attribution by risk profile and property type. He also
reviewed the deals currently in the pipeline and the list of Real Estate Commitments made
through June 8, 2017 on page 29 and answered questions.
Mr. Villa provided feedback to Messrs. Spiekerman and Parrish on their report formats and
most specifically asked that they continue to seek a means of reporting that will help the
Committee understand what is likely to add to or detract from future performance.
6. Investment Guidelines Amendment
A. Global Securities Portfolio and Alpha Portfolio
Mr. Stanton presented proposed amendments to the investment guidelines for the Global
Securities Portfolio (GSP) and the Alpha Portfolio. He explained that these two portfolios plan
to start transacting in to-be-announced mortgage-backed securities (TBAs), discussed the
2
Market value is as of September 30, 2016, adjusted for cash flows through February 28, 2017. The market value is for the
Real Estate Equity Portfolio (461).
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rationale for adding language to the guidelines of the GSP and the Alpha Portfolio and answered
questions. As a result of the discussion about the reference to the credit ratings and what
happens if a counterparty or its parent is downgraded after the initiation of a trade, the
Committee suggested a few tweaks to the originally proposed language in Mr. Stanton’s memo
dated June 16 and included on page 30, to read as follows:
To-be-announced mortgage-backed securities (TBA MBS) may be traded only with a
counterparty with which SWIB has a current Master Securities Forward Transaction
Agreement (MSFTA).
•

The counterparty, or its guarantor, must, on each date on which a transaction is
initiated, have a credit rating of not less than “Baa2/BBB” on long-term debt from
S&P or Moody’s.

•

If the counterparty is not rated, then its parent must have such a rating and must
guarantee the obligations of the counterparty.

•

If a counterparty or its parent is downgraded to a credit rating below “Baa2/BBB”
after the initiation of a trade, then trades may be initiated with that same counterparty
only to reduce the existing exposure to that downgraded counterparty.

The settlement of the forward TBA contract shall not be more than 90 days from the date
of the trade.
Motion: A motion was made by Mr. Ludgate and seconded by Mr. Gandhi to recommend to
the Board of Trustees to approve the changes to the investment guidelines as proposed in Mr.
Stanton’s memo and as amended per the Committee’s discussion. The motion passed
unanimously.
B. Global Fixed Income Portfolio
Mr. Gandhi reviewed proposed amendments to Investment Guideline #’s 3, 4, 6, and 8 for the
Global Fixed Income Portfolio. He explained that over the past five years, the Global Fixed
Income team has developed internal capabilities in derivatives and emerging markets and
ARIES has expanded and improved their risk system and operational readiness. To reflect these
factors, staff recommends the changes outlined in his memo dated June 23, 2017 that was
included on pages 31-32 in the meeting materials. Mr. Gandhi walked the Committee through
the rationale for each proposed change to the guidelines and soft parameters, which Ms. Klaskin
noted were also shown in a redlined draft on pages 33-35, facilitated the Committee’s
discussion and operational readiness, and answered questions.
Motion: A motion was made by Mr. Stanton and seconded by Mr. Garcia to accept the
amendments to the soft risk parameters and to Investment Guideline #’s 3, 4, 6, and 8 as
reflected in the redlined draft on pages 33-35 of the Committee materials. The motion passed
unanimously.

4
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7. Passive External Manager Guidelines Amendment
Chris Benish, Asset and Risk Allocation Analyst, explained that in managing SWIB’s levered
TIPS strategy, Parametric currently uses overnight reverse repurchase agreements (repo) to
finance the TIPS and generate leverage for SWIB’s fund level leverage. Using only overnight
repo carries a risk that the manager won’t be able to roll the repo the next day if there are
problems with a given counterparty. Utilizing longer maturity term repo provides some
mitigation of that risk by giving time to either find another repo counterparty, or to transfer the
leverage to another instrument such as equity futures or treasury futures. Parametric’s
guidelines currently state that their repo can have a term of up to 90 days.
Mr. Benish stated that Parametric is also contemplating using evergreen term repo as part of
the levered TIPS strategy they manage for SWIB. He referred to the memo on page 36 as he
described the evergreen term repo strategy and answered questions. Mr. Benish stated that it is
contemplated that “evergreen repo” would constitute a portion of the overall repo book at
Parametric, which will also include overnight and traditional term repo.
Parametric’s current guidelines explicitly approve which OTC instruments may be used for the
Levered TIPS portfolio. Since evergreen structures were not described explicitly in the
Parametric Investment guidelines, staff proposes amending the guidelines to include evergreen
repo with a rolling maturity. While the maximum allowed term of regular bullet repo is 90
days, the maximum term of evergreen repo, relative to a given date, would be 30 days.
Mr. Benish highlighted that the amended portion of the Parametric guidelines regarding
Approved OTC instruments for Levered TIPS would read as follows:
OTC Instruments Approved:
1. Levered U.S. TIPS Portfolio
• Reverse Repurchase Transactions (pursuant to a Master Repurchase Agreement or
Global Master Repurchase Agreement) with bullet terms of 90 days or less or
evergreen terms of 30 days or less, to achieve levered exposure to nominal or
inflation-linked U.S. Treasury securities and only with Approved Counterparties.
Evergreen terms are where the Repurchase Date is automatically extended by a day
on each successive day after the Purchase Date, unless and until notice is given not
to so extend, so that the reverse repurchase transaction shall have a rolling term of
no greater than 30 days from the date of each such extension.
Motion: A motion was made by Mr. Prestigiacomo and seconded by Mr. Garcia to approve
the proposed amendment to the passive external manager’s guidelines as drafted and included
in the staff memo and included in the meeting materials. The motion passed unanimously.
8. Motion to Convene in Closed Session
Motion: A motion to go into closed session pursuant to § 19.85(1)(e) and § 19.36(5) of the
Wisconsin Statutes to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public funds and
the negotiations of contracts where the discussions require a closed session due to competitive
reasons was made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr. Ludgate.
5
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The Chair called for a roll call vote.
Anderson-Aye
Heimsoth-Aye
Stanton-Aye

Carpenter-Aye
Hellmer-Aye
Villa-Aye

Gandhi-Aye
Ludgate-Aye
Williamson-Aye

Garcia-AyPrestigiacomo-Aye

There being eleven ayes and no nays, the Chair declared the motion passed. The Committee
then convened in closed session at 2:56 p.m. and reconvened in open session at 3:42 p.m.
9. Announcement of Committee Actions Relating to Items Taken up in Closed Session
Mr. Villa announced that, while in closed session, the Committee discussed (a) confidential Q1
investment strategies in the Private Real Estate investment asset class; and (b) total and active
risk for both the Core and Variable Trust Funds.
10. Credit Task Force Objectives
Ms. Klaskin noted that a copy of the SWIB Credit Task Force Objective Statement submitted
by Jon Simon was included on page 82 for the Committee’s information.
11. Soft Risk Parameters Report
Mr. Heimsoth stated that the report, Soft Risk Parameters-Asset Class and Portfolio dated May
31, 2017 was included on pages 83-86 in the meeting materials for the Committee’s review and
that there would be no formal presentation unless there were questions. There were no questions.
12. Future Meeting Topics
Mr. Villa noted that copies of the proposed open session agendas for the July 21, 2017 IC
meeting and the August 22, 2017 IC meeting were included on pages 89-92.
Mr. Villa asked that any items for the Committee’s future consideration be shared with Ms.
Wiemann or be brought directly to him.
13. Adjournment
Motion: A motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Mr. Carpenter and seconded by Mr.
Williamson. The motion passed unanimously and the meeting adjourned at 3:44 p.m.
Date of Committee Approval:
Signed:

7/21/2017

/ s / Scott M. Anderson
Scott M. Anderson
Investment Committee Secretary

6
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Amendments to Multi-Asset Strategies Portfolios’ investment guidelines
The Global Securities Portfolio (GSP) and the Alpha Portfolio plan to start transacting in to-be-announced
mortgage-backed securities (TBAs). These securities are forward contracts on mortgage-backed security
pools, and are to be traded with counterparties with whom SWIB has a signed Master Securities Forward
Transaction Agreement (MSFTA). Because the MSFTA agreements are fairly limited in the securities they
cover, and because TBAs tend to have shorter maturity dates than some other derivatives, some of the
protections SWIB seeks in its International Swaps and Derivatives Agreements (ISDAs) are off-market and
less necessary in MSFTA agreements. Pursuant to Section III.7 of the Investment Committee WRS
Investment Guidelines, the CIO is required to approve all new derivative counterparty agreements. In
connection with any such approval, it was determined that investment guidelines for TBA trades that
require the trades to have maturities of 90 days or fewer and investment-grade or higher counterparties
should be implemented. Accordingly, the Investment Committee approved that the following language
be added to the guidelines of the GSP and the Alpha Portfolio:
1. To-be-announced mortgage-backed securities (TBA MBS) may be traded only with a
counterparty with which SWIB has a current Master Securities Forward Transaction Agreement
(MSFTA).
• The counterparty, or its guarantor, must, on each date on which a transaction is
initiated, have a credit rating of not less than “Baa2/BBB” on long-term debt from S&P
or Moody’s.
• If the counterparty is not rated, then its parent must have such a rating and must
guarantee the obligations of the counterparty.
• If a counterparty or its parent is downgraded to a credit rating below “Baa2/BBB”, then
trades may be initiated with that same counterparty only to reduce the existing
exposure to that downgraded counterparty.
2. The settlement of the forward TBA contract shall not be more than 90 days from the date of the
trade.
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Amendments to Global Fixed Income Investment Guidelines
Over the past five years, the Global Fixed Income team has developed internal capabilities in derivatives and
emerging markets. ARIES has also expanded and improved our risk system and operational readiness.
Reflecting these factors, the Investment Committee approved changes to the Global Fixed Income Guidelines
and clarified some of the existing language as follows:
•

Guideline 3: Clarify that all corporate debt securities (except as provided in Guideline 8) must be rated
“B-” or above.

•

Guideline 4: Amend the guideline on non-investment grade securities such that corporate securities rated
“BB+” or lower but no lower than “B-” may not exceed 5% of the portfolio’s market value. This change
adds the word ‘corporate’ to differentiate from emerging market sovereigns and changes the lower
threshold rating to “B-”. This guideline was intended to be applied to corporate credit and was treated
accordingly but not clearly specified.

•

Guideline 6: Change the exposure limit to emerging markets from 10% absolute to 10% relative to
account for increased benchmark exposure to emerging markets (2.3% as of March 2017). Add that the
investment in any single EM debt security shall not be rated lower than B-.

•

Guideline 8: Expand the use of volatility derivatives to include volatility futures and futures options in
the US and Europe. This requires changing the guideline language from VIX futures to Volatility
derivatives. There is no change to the existing exposure limits of 3% gross and ±1% net of the portfolio
market value.

•

Guideline 8: Add to the guideline the use of over-the-counter (“OTC”) FX options. We have been trading
exchange-traded foreign exchange options since 2013. The OTC options are more liquid relative to the
exchange-traded options.

•

Guideline 8: The Global Fixed Income portfolio has traded CDX contracts on the North America
Investment Grade index in the past. For diversification, efficiency and increased market opportunity
purpose, we intend to trade CDX contracts on North America High Yield, iTraxx Europe and Emerging
Market CDX indices. This is not a guideline change. We are also clarifying in this Guideline that the
exposure using CDX index is exempt from (a) the B- rating limit in Guidelines 3, 4 and 6 if at least 75%
of the underlying securities in the CDX index has a “B-” or higher rating and (b) the indices included in
Guideline 6, if at least 75% of the underlying securities in the CDX index are included in the JP Morgan
EM Bond Index or Bloomberg Barclay US Credit Index, as applicable.
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Changes to the soft parameters:
•

•

Change the soft parameter limit on use of Credit Default Swap indices from 10% to 20%.
This change aligns with the hard guideline limit on corporate bonds. Clarify the 10% soft
guidelines exposure limit on short credit position is based on net basis. For example, if the
portfolio has long position in corporate cash bonds of 5%, we can buy protection using CDX
(selling credit) up to 15% which would result in net short position of 10%.
Remove the minimum number of countries limit of five countries. This parameter is not
relevant.
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F. Global Bond Portfolio

The Global Bond Portfolio is primarily invested in publicly traded and Rule 144A fixed
income obligations of governments, government-related entities, and corporations around
the world, primarily in developed markets, including the United States.
1.

Overall portfolio quality must be maintained at an average rating of “A” or better.

3.

Corporate securities may not exceed 20% of the portfolio’s market value and must be
rated at least “B-” and above.

2.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Effective duration of the portfolio shall remain within 20% of the assigned
benchmark’s duration.
Corporate sSecurities rated “BB+” or lower but no lower than “CCC-/Caa3B-” may not
exceed 5% of the portfolio’s market value.
No single corporate issuer shall represent more than 5% of the portfolio’s market
value.

Emerging market sovereign debt is limited to (a) securities that are rated “B-” or
above and (b) debt of countries in the JP Morgan Emerging Market Bond Index Global
Diversified Bond Index (“JP Morgan EM Bond Index”). and eEmerging market
corporate debt is limited to (a) securities that are rated “B-” or above and (b) issuers
in the Bloomberg Barclays US Investment Grade Credit Index. Relative eEmerging
market (“EM”) debt shall not exceed 10% of the portfolio’s market value (i.e. the EM
debt weight that is included in the benchmark shall not be counted for this threshold).
Securities sold to SWIB under Rule 144A shall not exceed 20% of a portfolio’s market
value.

Currency, interest rate, credit or return exposure management is permitted but not
required. Exposure management is permitted only through the use of (a) exchangetraded interest rate and currency instruments, (b) spot and forward contracts in
foreign currencies, (c) foreign exchange Over-the-counter and exchanged traded
currency (“FX”) options limited to delta-adjusted notional value of +/- 5% versus the
currency weight in the benchmark, (d) interest rate, credit default and total return
swaps on securities approved herein in accordance with the General Guidelines above
and (e) VIX Futuresvolatility derivatives limited to 3% gross notional exposure and
1% net notional exposure of the portfolio market value. Notwithstanding Guideline
#6, underlying securities in traded credit default indices (“CDX”) may include (i) EM
sovereign and EM corporate debt securities rated “B-” or below, (ii) EM debt of
countries that are not included in the JP Morgan EM Bond Index , or (iii) EM corporate
issuers that are not included in the Bloomberg Barclays US Credit Index; provided
however, that at least 75% of the EM sovereign debt securities or EM corporate debt
securities that underlie any such traded CDX are included in the indices listed in
Guideline #6, as applicable, and are rated at least “B-” and above. Also,
notwithstanding Guidelines #3-4, underlying securities in traded CDX may include
corporate securities rated “B-” or below; provided however, that at least 75% of the
corporate securities underlying the traded CDX are rated at least “B-” and above. Net
CDX exposure shall be included in the threshold under Guideline #3.
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9.

The portfolio may take a position in currency of benchmark countries of up to +/10% versus the currency weight in the benchmark. Currencies of non-benchmark
countries may be held through the use of forward contracts (including FX Swaps)
provided that the notional value of any single non-benchmark currency shall not
exceed 5% of the market value of the portfolio. The portfolio may be short a nonbenchmark currency in an amount up to 5% of the market value of the portfolio. The
aggregate exposure to emerging market currencies through a combination of owning
emerging market debt and the net position in emerging market currencies separate
from the underlying assets (measured using the notional value of currency forward)
shall not exceed 10% of the portfolio’s value.

SOFT PARAMETERS
GLOBAL FIXED INCOME
Interest Rate Futures/Interest Rate
Swaps Absolute Duration
Contribution

Global Fixed

25% of Benchmark

Minimum Number of Countries

Global Fixed

5

Maximum Exposure to Individual
Sovereign Issuer

Global Fixed

40%

Ex Ante Tracking Error

Global Fixed

.5% - 1.5%

Maximum Cash

Global Fixed

20%

Credit Default Swap Indices

Global Fixed

Notional amount of CDX contract exceeds 1020% of
portfolio
Exposure to corporate credit securities (CDX and cash
bonds combined) exceeds 20% of the portfolio as
measured on a gross basis
Notional market value of a short credit position exceeds
10% of the portfolio (on a net basis)

Global Bond Ex-Credit Ex Ante
Tracking Error

Global Fixed

.35% - 1%
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Staff Investment Committee Meeting
Friday, July 21, 2017
STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD
121 East Wilson Street
Madison, Wisconsin
Presentation Room
1:30 p.m.

Est. Time
(minutes)

OPEN SESSION
1.

Approval of the Minutes - Open Session
A. June 27, 2017

5

2.

October Board Workshop Preview – David Villa and Scott Anderson

10

3.

Public Markets Active Management – Eileen Neill, Wilshire
Associates

15

4.

Economic Scenario Analysis – Scott Anderson

10

5.

Fixed Income Q2 2017 Update – Todd Ludgate

10

6.

Public Equities Q2 2017 Update – Brian Hellmer

10

7.

Multi-Asset Q2 2017 Update – Nick Stanton

CLOSED SESSION*
RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION
8.

Announcement of Committee Actions Relating to Items Taken up in
Closed Session

9.

Soft Risk Parameters (No presentation unless requested)

10.

Future Meeting Topics

11.

Motion to Adjourn

________________
*A motion to go into closed session at this meeting is authorized pursuant to § 19.85(1)(e) and §19.36(5) of the Wisconsin Statutes to
approve prior closed session minutes and to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public funds, including the active
risk profiles of portfolio investments, specific proprietary investment strategies related to internal portfolios, and third-party
counterparty credit guidelines. The Committee may convene in additional closed sessions or announce additional closed session
items at the meeting in accordance with the procedure outlined in the Attorney General’s Opinion reported at 66 OAG 106 (1977).
Whenever a closed session is held, the committee will subsequently reconvene in open session to cover remaining agenda items.
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NOTES:

Items may be taken in order other than listed.
The meeting site is physically accessible. Upon prior request,
reasonable accommodations will be provided.

FUTURE MEETINGS
8/22/17 – August Committee Mtg.
9/26/17 – September Committee Mtg.
10/24/17 – October Committee Mtg.
11/28/17 – November Committee Mtg.
12/21/17 – December Committee Mtg.

Investment Committee Members:
Chief Investment Officer: David Villa (Chair)
Managing Director-Private Markets & Funds Alpha: Chuck
Carpenter (Vice-Chair)
Managing Director-Asset & Risk Allocation: Scott Anderson
(Secretary)
Managing Director-Public Equities: Brian Hellmer
Managing Director-Fixed Income: Todd Ludgate
Head of Multi-Asset Strategy: Nick Stanton
Portfolio Manager: Chirag Gandhi
Portfolio Manager: Chris Prestigiacomo
Funds Alpha Manager: Dominic Garcia
Quantitative Manager: Brian Heimsoth
Executive Director: Michael Williamson
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Staff Investment Committee Meeting
Tuesday, August 22, 2017
STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD
121 East Wilson Street
Madison, Wisconsin
Presentation Room
1:30 p.m.

Est. Time
(minutes)

OPEN SESSION
1.

Approval of Minutes - Open Session
A.
July 21, 2017

5

2.

October Workshop Preview – David Villa and Scott Anderson

15

3.

Quarterly Performance Review – Brad Gentert and Phil Richards

10

4.

Currency Task Force Report – Chirag Gandhi

10

5.

Credit Task Force Report – Jon Simon

10

6.

Research Task Force Report – Todd Ludgate and Nick Stanton

15

7.

Funds Alpha Q2 2017 Update – Dominic Garcia

15

8.

Private Debt Q2 2017 Update – Chris Prestigiacomo

30

9.

GRS Update

CLOSED SESSION*
RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION
10.

Announcement of Committee Actions Relating to Items Taken
up in Closed Session

11.

Derivatives Report (No presentation unless requested)

12.

Soft Risk Parameters (No presentation unless requested)

13.

Future Meeting Topics

___________________
*A motion to go into closed session at this meeting is authorized pursuant to § 19.85(1)(e) and §19.36(5) of the Wisconsin Statutes to
approve prior closed session minutes and to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public funds. The Committee may
convene in additional closed sessions or announce additional closed session items at the meeting in accordance with the procedure
outlined in the Attorney General’s Opinion reported at 66 OAG 106 (1977). Whenever a closed session is held, the committee will
subsequently reconvene in open session to cover remaining agenda items.
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14.

Motion to Adjourn

NOTES:

Items may be taken in order other than listed.
The meeting site is physically accessible. Upon prior request,
reasonable accommodations will be provided.

FUTURE MEETINGS
9/26/17 – September Committee Mtg.
10/24/17 – October Committee Mtg.
11/28/17 – November Committee Mtg.
12/21/17 – December Committee Mtg.

Investment Committee Members:
Chief Investment Officer: David Villa (Chair)
Managing Director-Private Markets & Funds Alpha:
Chuck Carpenter (Vice-Chair)
Managing Director-Asset & Risk Allocation: Scott
Anderson (Secretary)
Managing Director-Public Equities: Brian Hellmer
Managing Director-Fixed Income: Todd Ludgate
Head of Multi-Asset Strategy: Nick Stanton
Portfolio Manager: Chris Prestigiacomo
Funds Alpha Manager: Dominic Garcia
Portfolio Manager: Chirag Gandhi
Quantitative Manager: Brian Heimsoth
Executive Director: Michael Williamson
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Staff Investment Committee Meeting
Tuesday, September 26, 2017
STATE OF WISCONSIN INVESTMENT BOARD
121 East Wilson Street
Madison, Wisconsin
Presentation Room
1:30 p.m.
Est. Time
(minutes)

OPEN SESSION
1.

Approval of the Minutes - Open Session
A. August 22, 2017

5

2.

Transition Update - Kim Bartz

5

3.

Open Internal Audit Recommendations – Brandon Brickner

10

4.

Valuation Risk on Level 3 and Illiquid Assets – Cindy Griffin and
Heather Dobson

5

5.

October Workshop Preview – David Villa and Scott Anderson

10

6.

Private Equity Q2 2017 Update – Scott Parrish

10

7.

Real Estate Q2 2017 Update – Steve Spiekerman

10

8.

Various Funds Performance – Jon Simon and Trish Reopelle

10

9.

Leverage and Liquidity Management Governance – Scott Anderson
and Todd Ludgate

15

10.

Asset Allocation Update – NEPC and Scott Anderson

CLOSED SESSION*
RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION
11.

Announcement of Committee Actions Relating to Items Taken up in
Closed Session

12.

Soft Risk Parameters (No presentation unless requested)

________________
*A motion to go into closed session at this meeting is authorized pursuant to § 19.85(1)(e) and §19.36(5) of the Wisconsin Statutes to
approve prior closed session minutes and to consider confidential strategies for the investment of public funds and the negotiations of
contracts where the discussions require a closed session due to competitive reasons. The Committee may convene in additional
closed sessions or announce additional closed session items at the meeting in accordance with the procedure outlined in the Attorney
General’s Opinion reported at 66 OAG 106 (1977). Whenever a closed session is held, the committee will subsequently reconvene in
open session to cover remaining agenda items.
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13.

Future Meeting Topics

14.

Motion to Adjourn

NOTES:

Items may be taken in order other than listed.
The meeting site is physically accessible. Upon prior request,
reasonable accommodations will be provided.

FUTURE MEETINGS
10/24/17 – October Committee Mtg.
11/28/17 – November Committee Mtg.
12/21/17 – December Committee Mtg.
1/23/18 – January Committee Mtg.
2/27/18 – February Committee Mtg.
3/27/18 – March Committee Mtg.
4/24/18 – April Committee Mtg.
5/22/18 – May Committee Mtg.
6/26/18 – June Committee Mtg.
7/24/18 – July Committee Mtg.
8/28/18 – August Committee Mtg.
9/25/18 – September Committee Mtg.

Investment Committee Members:
Chief Investment Officer: David Villa (Chair)
Managing Director-Private Markets & Funds Alpha: Chuck
Carpenter (Vice-Chair)
Managing Director-Asset & Risk Allocation: Scott Anderson
(Secretary)
Managing Director-Public Equities: Brian Hellmer
Managing Director-Fixed Income: Todd Ludgate
Head of Multi-Asset Strategy: Nick Stanton
Portfolio Manager: Chris Prestigiacomo
Funds Alpha Manager: Dominic Garcia
Portfolio Manager: Chirag Gandhi
Quantitative Manager: Brian Heimsoth
Executive Director: Michael Williamson
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New Contracts Approved
April – June 2017

C&A Consulting LLC
C&A Consulting LLC was selected by competitive bid to conduct a study of SWIB’s Investment
Operations Group. This comprehensive and independent review will result in recommendations on how to
achieve efficient, streamlined, agile and scalable operations for SWIB’s internal customers and future
vision. The engagement is expected to last 3-5 months, at a cost of $375,000.
Euromonitor International
Euromonitor International is a sole source vendor selected to provide proprietary market research
focusing exclusively on the consumer. The extensive information and insight provided will enable SWIB
to employ more robust modeling practices that will be unique within the industry. The cost is $193,310
for a two-year contract.
JMB Capital Group
JMB Capital Group was selected from SWIB’s competitively bid pool of technology consultants with
investment industry experience to provide a temporary investment-related information technology
resource specializing in TBA implementations. The resource will be on-site for 3-4 months at an
estimated cost of $166,400.
NuWare Technology Corp.
NuWare Technology Corp. was selected from SWIB’s competitively bid pool of technology consultants
with investment industry experience to provide two temporary investment-related resources specializing
in project support and project management to lead the Barclays POINT replacement. The resources will
be on-site for a total of 12 months in 2017, at an estimated cost of $195,000.
TapFin Process Solutions
TapFin Process Solutions was selected from a state contract to provide a Technical Architect resource for
SWIB’s Information Technology division. The individual selected will assist with the planning and
implementation of upcoming projects related to business resumption, VoIP planning, and security
monitoring. The resource will be on-site for 3-5 months at an estimated cost of $37,200.
V-Soft Consulting Group
V-Soft Consulting Group was selected from SWIB’s competitively bid pool of technology consultants
with investment industry experience to provide two temporary investment-related resources specializing
in Markit EDM development and large project management. The resources will be on-site for a total of 15
months in 2017, at an estimated cost of $390,080.
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Private Equity Commitments*

April 2017 – June 2017
Investment

Commitment (millions)

Altaris Health Partners IV, L.P.

$40.0

Chequers Capital XVII

$51.3

CVC Capital Partners VII, L.P.

$114.1

Glendon Opportunities Fund II, L.P.

$100.0

Merit Capital Partners VI, L.P.

$25.0

Platte River Equity IV, L.P.

$36.5

Ridgemont Equity Partners Energy Opportunity Fund, L.P.

$50.0

Industrials Co-Investment

$20.0

Industrials Co-Investment

$10.0

Materials Co-Investment (Follow-on)

$4.8

Total

$451.7

*Includes Current Return Portfolio and Co-Investments
1
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Private Debt Investments/Commitments

April 2017 – June 2017
Investment

Commitment

GRE

$5,000,000

Total

$5,000,000

1
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Real Estate Commitments
April 2017 – June 2017
Investment

Commitment (millions)

Heitman Core Real Estate Debt Income Trust

$75.0

Total

$75.0

1
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Funds Alpha Commitments*
April 1 2017 – June 30 2017
Investment

Commitment (millions)

Two Sigma

$25.0

Marshall Wace

$50.0

Blue Mountain

$150.0

PIMCO

$95.0

Total

$320.0

*Includes Hedge Funds and Beta One
1
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